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Several major opinion polls
how a sharp trend among Negro
.oters to the Republican Party
over their relative vote in the 1952 ;
presidential election.
A compilation of the poll results
was released here by Val J. Wash-
ington, Director of the Minorities
Division of the National Republi-
can Committee.
The Gallup poll shows that as of
Sept. $ 3 majorty of the voters
(55 percent) believed that the Re-
publican Party could best solve
the nation's problems in 1956.
The same poll indicated that cis,- . VOL. V—No. 52il rights stood second hi gh es ti
among all campaign issues on a I 
national, all-groups basis. Eighteen I
percent of the voters ranked it
second in urgenoy, while foreign
policy and the Suez Canal thiest
of war ranked first with 46 per
cent of those polled.
IN MEMPHIS
A cross section poll made re-
cently of registereo voters show-
ed that at least 75 percent of the
qualified Negro voters in-Memphis
and Shelby county will cast their
ballots for the Republican nomi-
nees-
The reasons include: (1) Dislike










See VOTERS, Page 2
Armour Says:
'Treat Them Confers With President
Courteously'





 I Negroes are still loyal to the
Democratic Party. Samuel Luba,Price 15c well-known political analyst, re-
ports in the Chicago Daily News.
Mr' 
Lubell's study shows that al-
!though a few Negroes are shifting
to t h c Republican Party these
; gains are being offset by a shift
MI back- to the Democrats by Negroes
mil who voted for Eisenhower four
years ago.
Mr. Lubell believes that the ba-
sis for the Negro's attachment to
the Democratic Party is largely
economic. Many Negroes when
arns. To Keep Window Latched
Eisenhower Believes Belafonte Backs Adlai
Police Commissioner Claude Ar-
mour said Monday "there is no
set. policy" Oa how Memphis
police officers are to address citi-
zens but that they are instructed
to ''treat them with courtesy "
Commissioner Armour was ask-
ed about the matter after a
Douglass High school teacher corn-
plained that two policemen ob-
jected to her signing a traffic'
summons ticket with a "Mrs."!
title before her name.
Mrs. Lonnie Briscoe. of 753
Boston, said the two officers told
her they "don't call any n--t;
Sirs." and used other insulting,
langyage aboliTlier race and pu-
pils, also that they threltened
to jail her after she signed the
ticket "Mrs."
'DOUBTED' MRS. BRISCOE
Commissioner Armour told the
Tri-State Defender "I never con-
sidered it necessary to tell the
police officers what to call peo-
ple. They are instructed to treat
citizens with courtesy. I'm sure,
they don't "Mr." or "Mrs." all
hite people"
He said he made an investi-
gation of the matter and found
that the officers did address Mrs.
Briscoe as "Annie" but he said
they denied saying any of the
insulting things attributed to them.
Commissioner Armour 'said he
"doubted" Mrs. Briscoe's sinceri-
ty in the matter "because she,
had the case tried in the news-
papers" before he received a let-
ter of complaint from her.
•Mrs. Briscoe said she mailed
her letters to the Commissioner
and three other city officials on
Monday night. The story appeared
in a local daily on Wednesday. She
said she wrote after a week- .
end in which efforts to reach of-
ficials proved futile.
Commissioner Armour agreed'
with the position taken by the Lieu-
tenant who was called in on the !
case when it happened that a citi-
zen can sign a ticket using "Mrs."
or "Mr." as the case may be, I




ROW — President Eisenhower
frequently confers with E.
Frederic Morrow, first Negro
to be appointed by any Chief
Executive to an administra•
Live post on the White House
staff. Here they chat in the
White Howe office of t h
President. Morrow traveled
with the President when he
was campaigning in 1952, and
1(005 MOUSem e
accompanies him on ail h i s
major trips during this cam•
paign. He sat in the Presi-
dent's box when Mr. Ei,en•




A bold thug, believed to be a I
young man, robbed and raped a
housewife early last Sunday morn-
ing, then warned her to "nail
every window down and turn out
I the lights after 1 leave.1
1
The victim was Mrs. Georgia
O'Neal, of 255 Flynn rd. She told
the Tri-State Defender and the
S.heriff's office that the man enter-
id her home in Walker Subdivision
'through a window whose latch ,
'.; as broken, and couldn't be fast-
('(t down. f
"lie attacked me," she said,
'after coming through one of
our two bedrooms -into mine.
THREATENED TO ,KILL
"He covered my head with the
quilts and threatened to kill me
if 1 lookcd, up. It was dark in..
the room-and I never got a chance
,to see' him.
I ,"But he had a youthful voice
And from the sound of it, I be-
lieve he was just a young fellow.
Before he left he said to me;
'Don't think that I'm just a boy,
I'm 31.' "
Mrs. O'Neal said the man took !
one $10 bill, two $5s, tw o$1s and
some change. ;
When he was ready to go, Mrs.




Bury Popular Young BTW
High School Instructor
Funeral services were hel
Olive Cathedral for youthful
Jar Physical Education instru
ton High school.
Mrs. ,Jenkins died last
week illness resulting forma ce-
rebral hemorrhage. She failed to
rally from an operation perform-
ed at E. H. Crump Memorial hos-
pital the Wednesday preceding her
death.
The 31-year-old teacher was one
of the most popular and best liked
40 The church related college ofillme necessary in American life so i 41long as there is a sharp contrast I
between Christian teachings and ins.
their practice, Dr. Samuel C.
Kincheloe said Saturday at his
inauguration as seventh president
of Tougaloo Southern Christian col-
lege. megas Will Hear Ike 'sI
But, Dr. Kincheloe warned,
so closely identified with the ide, Frederic A4
MABEL J.
d Tuesday afternoon at MI. She received her early education
Mrs. Mabel J. Jenkins, popu.; io the public schools of Jackson,
graduating from Merry Highctor at Booker T. wasAing- school. She majored in physical
.education and health at A and
Saturday following a three- State university, where she grad-
uated in 1947.
After workina in the clerical de-members- of the 70-odd member
staff tif Washington High school.
She had heiided physical education
and health instruction for the girls
of the huge Washington student
body since 1952. She was partic-
ularly active with the girls in the
Washington band with male and
female student participants in the
famed Washington "ballet." Evi-
dences of esteem also stemmed
for her from the principal and
faculty of the institution.
FROM LARGE FAMILY
Mrs. Jenkins was a native of
Jackson, Tenn.. the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Asbury W. Williams.
She was a member of a large
family, of four brothers, and four
sisters. Her father's death placed
much of the responsibility for the
family on her shoulders and her
widowed mother. She was widely-
known for her devotion to her
family
 gen-A"they need to guard lest they..oeeral culture that they cease to be
of any special influence so lar
as world wide Christian values
are concerned."
TWO-DAY EVENT
The two-day inaugilral ceremon-
ies began Friday with services in
Woodworth chapel and an address
by George B. Hastings, moderator
of t he General Council of the
Congregational Christian churchfl
es.
Touglaoo Dean A. A. Branch pre-
ided Friday and members of the
hoard of trustees were presented
by Dr. Philip M. Widenhoose,
chairman of the board.
Saturday morning speakers were
Dr. Arthur D. Gray. president,
Bee PREXY, Page 2
JENKINS
orrow
E. Frederic Morrow, (see photo above with Ike) first
Negro appointed to an'administrative post in the White
House, will deliver the address on the Omega Psi Phi fra-
ternity's annual Achievement Week program here Sunday,
Oct. 28.
Mr. Morrow, administrative of-
ficer for the special projects group
in the executive office of Presi-
dent Eisenhower, will speak at 4
p. m. on the Achievement Week
program to be held in Bruce hall
on the LeMoyne college campus.
.Another highlight of the pro-
gram will be the presentation of
the annual achievement award to
some outstanding local citizen
Whose identity will not be made
public until it is announced dur-
ing the program.
Theme of the observance, tn
line with that of the national fra-
ternity, is "Desegregation. A Way-
Station: Integration, Our Destina-
tion."
The local observance is jointly
sponsored by the graduate chap-
See OMEGAS, Page 2
partment of Universal Life Insur-
See Mrc. JENKINS, Page 2
of here you be sure to nail down
every window and turn out the
lights. I won't be coming back
but someone else may do the
same thing I've done."
Mrs. O'Neal and her husband,
a taxi driver who was away at
the time, said the man left a
large greasy handprint on the
door. They said the deputies were
I unable to lift the print.
LeMoyne's Queen
QUEEN MARGARET — Beau-
teous Miss Margaret Johnson,
20-year-old I,eMoyne college
senior, was named "Miss Le-
Moyne" last week. Daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Hobart John-
son, of 1062 Woodlawn, Miss
Johnson. a history major, was
selected over two other final-
ists, Misses Shine',W e t-
brooks, senior, and Beverly
1
a sophomore. She
of the Beta Tau
chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha




life committee and is student





I special worship honoring them andtheir families to be held in the
Kennedy chapel between 9:15 and
10 a.m., Sunday, Oct. 28. men's Sunday sponsored by thei
Chaplain Lee Thigpen has an- laymen of the church. The entire
nounced that music for the rv• program will be in charge of these 
ice will be provided by the chorus men of the church who during the
past year have presented somefrom St. James AME church, Rev,
outstanding speakers of the Tri-
STEVENSON AND BF:IA-
FONTE — Harry Belafonte
and Adlai Stevenson got toge-
ther while both were in New
York recently. Belafonte, an
ardent Stevenson a d m irer,
filmed a special television ap-
peal to the nation on behalf of
the Stevenson • Kefauver tick-




The first national meeting of chairmen of Annual
Conference Television, Radio and Film commissions of
the Methodist Church was switched from Nashville, Tenn.
to Cincinnati. Ohio because of discrimination in Tennes-
see's, capital city.
Special arrangements have been
made in a Nashville hotel, where
the meeting was to have been held,
providing for interracial lunch-
ons and dinners, and for inter-
racial meetings in ball-room and
committee rooms.
But separate toilet facilities
were to have been provided for
the Negro membership of the
group in the hotel, with the use
of a special elevator or stairway
to committee rooms.
SWIFT CHANGE
The Central (Negro) Jurisdic-
tional delegates were to have
been housed at Fisk univeNity
with some of the white delegates.
The change in the meeting place
was effected within a few hours
after a protest had been made by
Rev. C. Anderson Davis, pastor
of the John Stewart Methodist
church of Bluefield, W. Va., home
of one of the delegates.
Under a general conference rul-
ing national meetings conducted
by the denomination's general ag-
encies should be held in cities
where all delegates will receive
equal ccommodations regardless
of race.
Changing the meeting place
from Nashville to the Sheraton-
Gibson hotel in Cincinnati cost the
commission approximately $1,500
extra and prevented conference
chairmen from seeing the studio
production facilities in Nashville,
! commission headquarters.
Rev. M. M. League, of Murfrees-
boro, Tenn., was one of the nine
Negro delegates attending the an-
nual conference.
questioned about party preferenc-
es say: " . ..the Republicans are
the rich man's party and the Dem-
ocrats are for the poor people."
This feeling has been intensified
in places like Detroit where unem-
ployment is a problem. In one
Negro precinct there Mr. Lubell
found that a third of the families
interviewed has someone out of a
job.
The answers were much the
same from Negroes in New York
and Los Angeles as well. A com-
mon complaint is: "It's easier UP
earn a buck under the Democrats.
When the Republicans get in, the
money goes somewhere. The big
fellows must get it and hold on
to it"
HIT BOTH PARTIES
Sonic Negroes interviewed in the
Lubell survey grumbled about both
See DEMO, Page 2
Court To Act
On MSC Case
The Sixth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals in Cincinnati has taken utt-
der advisement the plea of a Mem-
phis Negro young woman thit
be admitted to Memphis State col-
lege immediately.
The plea to the high court was
made by Miss Ruth Booker, 1/1,
through her mother, Mrs. Dovie
Booker, of 1647 Ash.
Miss Booker is one of the only
two left of the five Negro students
who originally sought to enter
Memphis State college. In Jima,
1954, the five were refused admis-
sion to the school. Last year Fed-
eral Judge Marion S. Boyd ap-
proved a gradual desegregation
plan for Memphis State, formulat-
ed by MSC President J. Millard
Smith and approved by the State
Board of Education.
The plan permitted entrance of
Negroes at the rate of a class a
year, starting with graduate and
seniors in this year and ending
with freshmen in 1959.
! NO RELIEF
Lawyers for the plaintiff argue
See COURT, Page 2
LEVI WATKLNS
Will Honor Vets Prexy Watkins Speaker
• In Wheel-Chairs For Laymen On Oct. 28
All present or former wheel-
chair patients of Kennedy General The laymen of the Mississippi Boulevard Christian
hospital are invited to attend the church will present Levi Watkins, president of S. A. Owen
Junior college as guest speaker for the 11 o'clock services
Sunday morning, Oct. 28.
The event is the annual observance of National Lay-
bring closer home the place of
men in the life of the church.
President Wdtkins will speak on
the National Laymen's theme:
"Doers, Writ Hearers Only."' , ' ' state area to the church-going pub- Music will be furnished by theHe also said that an appropriate
social event will take place iM- 
lie, according to J. T. Chandler, church choir.
A native of Kentucky, Presidentmediately after the service. 
an official of the church.
The observance, he said, gives Watkins received his masters de-
Dr. C. C. Woods. who recently the laymen an opportunity thr"--, gree at Northwestern university;
illstcame administrator of the boa- their leadership of a morning wor-Pita], will be presented. ,ship service, to dramatize and See WATKINS, Page 2
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I continued from paie 1)
served as assistant to the super-
intendent of Negro schools in Hop-
.. .The Democrats ancient pateni- Admittance of two Negro students to the Vanderbilt Higgs, basileus. 
kinsville, Ky.; administrative as-
Last week station WDIA, in cooperation with This and the whites inside. 
sistant, Parsons Municipal Junior
Week Magazine and representatives of the Commercial (2) The influence wielded in the 
man, will present Mr. Morrow. 
college, Parsons. Kans; supervis-
ing principal of Separate Schools,
and girls in a local phase of a program which has nation- 
A brilliant young laivyer who Parsons, Kzas., and as an 
assist-
ant to the president, AlabamaAppeal, presented two groups of Negro high school boys
wide recognition, "Quiz 'Em On The Air."
The program has already been launched among local
White high schools. But last week was the first time Ne-
gro youngsters had a chance to participate.
The program is designed to encourage young people
to read the news and keep abreast of what's going on in
the world, at home and abroad. The young people are
divided into teams, representing their high schools, and
gompeting with each other, to see which team can answer
the most questions correctly. The winning team receives
ier special award for its school and individual prizes for
each participant. All participants, win or lose, receive
recognition, prizes, and the satisfaction of being members
-.:sisf a really important phase of school and community ac-
tivity.
The suggestions here is that Negro fraternity and so-
rority groups, who are publicly committed to the encour-
agement of intelligent reading, education, and other cul-
tural aspects of community life, should give solid and
tangible backing to this project. They, along with other
groups, such as churches and clubs, might well supplement
the prizes the youngsters receive if it is permissable.
They surely could encourage and give public approval
-to the boys and girls who are members of the teams. A
few cheers for a "Quiz 'Em" team would not detract a
!whit from the huge volume given local high school foot-
ball teams every week end.
Let's invest more in our youth by backing this pro-
gram morally and financially.
d from Pa e 1)
A Chance To Invest More In Youth (C°11"nu"of the segregated local Democrat
Voters Two Vanderbilt Negro
The Memphis Negro community has been given a  headquarters, while the Republi- Students Just Students
splendid opportunity to invest more in the intelligence
ief local Negro youth.
Pentecostal Women
To Have Day Sund
The women of Pentecostal Temp- Sunday, Oct. 28. The disting-
le Church of God in Christ are oh- uished guest speaker will be Miss
serving their annual Women's Day, Willa McWilliams.
Miss McWilliams, a teacher in
Manassas High school and presi-
dent of the Bluff Civic club, will




It took only one minute for a
three-man court in DeSoto County,
Miss., to decide last Saturday
morning that a white constable
was justified in killing the Negro
truck-driving father of seven chil-
dren during an altercation over
traffic violations.
Constable W. A. Durdin, with-
out a lawyer and in only one min-
ute, was freed of manslaughter
charges growing out of his shoot-
ing of 42-year-old Rufus Haley.
The three-man court of white De-
Soto County residents, decided that
his story that Mr. Haley had grab-
bed hina and tried to take his pis-
tol when he was stopped for ques-
tioning by the constable.
There were no witnesses to tes-
tify in the court hearing. It was
said that the only possible wit-
ness was a man who was not lo-
cated to give his view of what
happened.
According to the constable's
statement, Mr. Haley was killed
Tuesday, Oct. 16, when he was
Stopped during the constable's
check on reports that gravel trucks
bad been speeding. He said he was
about a mile south of the state
line on 51 South and a mile and
half east on Holly Ford Road on
Tuesday morning, near the Muni-
cipal Airport.
Nearly five years ago Durdin
was trying to arrest 3 Negro driv-
er for drunkenness. The driver
took away his gun and shot him
through the chest. He is serving
his second term as constable. De-
Soto County Sheriff W. A. (Doc)
White withheld comment prior to
the court hearing.
C. L. Watts, Bull Frog Corner,
Haley's employer, said the hear-
ing was disappointing.
He said. Haley was a good
Christian Negro, had never been
arrested before, didn't drink went
to church regularly, wasn't hard
to get along with.
Her address will be heard at
3 p. m.
Following, a reception will be
held in the beautiful Virginia
Gates hall of the church. Mrs. Lu-
cille Johnson, as chairman of
hospitality club, will be on hand
to greet guests.
Mrs. J. 0. Patterson, wife of
Bishop Patterson, minister of Pen-
tecostal, and chairman for the
Woman's Day, will speak at the
11 a.m. service.
The public is invited to wor-




Mt. SAMUEL C. KINCHELOE
Prexy
cans operate in an integrated one
Democrat organization by the
anti-civil rights group, the Citizens
for Progress, even to insisting
that the Democrats use the CP
, slogan "Keep Memphis DOWN in
I Dixie."
And '(3) The impossible roa
(Continued from Page 1)
Talledega college, and Dr. Ever-
ett C. Hughes, professor of sociolo-
gy, University of Chicago.
Dr. Kincheloe was presented by
Robert 0. Wilder, secretary of
the board of trustees.
FORCE, POWER BASIS
Dr. Kincheloe said that "if we
human beings put our race re
lations struggle on a force a n d
power basis we shall be destroy.
ed . . . It may turn out that the
most practical thing on earth is
that a little child who knows not
prejudice shall lead us . . ."
He said that "wherever there is
segregation forced by a majority
group, discrimination against the
minority group is customari-
ly found."
Dr. Kincheloe blamed the "con-
trasts in opportunities" for the dif-
ferences to be found in Negro and
white students and teachers.
He said "most anthropoligists,
sociologists a n d psychologists"
have been unable to find such a
difference in the races to justi-
fy such a statement as Dr.
Frank C. J. alcGurk made in say-
ing "Negroes as a group did not
possess as much capacity for edu-
cation as white people."
Dr. Kincheloe noted that "we
here in the heart of Mississippi
and the Old South, are in the pre-
sence of one of the greatest prob-
lems of mankind — namely hu-
man relations."
ELECTED LAST MARCH
He suggested the Christian
teachings of the church-related
college be greater emphasiz-
MEMPHIS, Teen. — W. C.
Handy, famous composer of the
Blues, is one of the outstanding
Memphians who will return to the
city for a celebration marking the
change of the name Beale Ave-
nue Park back to Church Park.
Handy, who is ailing, will fly
in from his New Hork home for
the occasion. The date for the af-
fair o en set at edition
time.
The Memphis Park Commission
last week approved the change of
name after a petitition had been
submitted. Among those working
on the project were Matthew
Thornton. "Mayor of Beale Street."
and Dr. Thomas H. Watkins, Sr.,
of 733 North Bellevue.
The Park was previously named
in honor of the late R. R, "Bob"
Church, sr. During later years
when disharmony developed be-
tween the elder Church's son,
Bob Church, and the City Adminis-
tration, the name was changed
back to Beale Avenue Park.
Thornton had been plugging
away for the honor due the elder
Bob Church for several years. Re-
cently he was able to get the sup-
A Rufus Haley Fund is said to Port of a number of old time resi-
have been already launched to help dents of the city and the help of .
the widow and seven children. I
Robert Weymouth of Weymouth
Construction company with whom
Mr. Watts has a contract concur- ,
red in Mr. Watts opinion of Haley.'
He joined in saying that anyone
wishingto contrbute to the Rufus
Hale., Fund may do so by sending
funds to Weymouth Construction
Co., PO Box 319, Memphis, or
the construction company can be
called by phone regarding dona-
tions.
trust was told Friday.
Chancellor Harvie J. Branscomb told the trustees,
"here on the campus — the law 
.school and elsewhere — the mat-1 elimination of segregation as a
ter seems to have aroused nO condition of membership in the
d particular interest." association.
block to civil rights that will be He explained the position of 
set up if southern congressmen the university as one wherein the
and senators retain power in Con- institution "will enable superior
local students to secure the need-
ed training where educational op-
portunity is denied." (Continued from Page 1) 
is responsible for coordination of
"On the other hand," he said, the Special Projects Groups which
"the olic affirms that we shall parties' civil rights platform. 0th- includes the Council of Foreign
no e 
gram of desegregation. It is a poli-
cy which I believe can be de-
fended now and can be defended
a generation hence."
The detailed review of events
leading up to admittance of two
Nashville law students — Edward
M. Porter and Frederick T.
Work — was brought about by
"a number of protests from alum-
ni."
The chancellor said that in 1955
the Association of American Law
Schools had a committee charged
with drafting a proposal to require I
-primarily at the Navy Yard nd
Naval Base — on the Chest Fund
because of its previous contribu-
tions to the Urban League. The
league, like the NAACP, is non-
partisan politically.
OUTLOOK IN MARYLAND
The New York Times review of
the Maryland prospect cites three
major reasons for the Negro shift
to Eisenhower-Nixon:
(1) His executive action in de-
segregating schools, hotels, a n d
restaurants in the capital.
(2) The substantial progress in
desegregating Maryland schools
under the leadership of Republi-
can Governor Theodore Roosevelt
McKeldin, who placed President
Eisenhower's name in nomination
in 1952.
(3) A strong suspicion 77 t
Maryland Democrats and Demo-
crats in general are responsible
"many signs pointing to a sizeable 
for resistance to integration in
shift of Negrovoters from 
many areas of the state.
Democratic to the Republican col-
umn in this year's Presidential
election,
According to the New York pa-
per, which had a five-man reoor-
tonal team in Maryland, "t h e
(re id is particularly pronounced in
Baitimore, where Negroes consti-
tute 25 percent of the c ity's popu-
lation and about 20 percent of its
ad for a greater role in reaching vote."
re. LOOK FOR NORFOLK BOLT "a happy solution to the human
lations problem. In another city, Norfolk, Va.,
Born near Georgetown, Ohio, the Virginian-Pilot (which has edi-
Dr Kincheloe was named b the torially announced for 
trustee board last March 12 as Eisenhower, along with its even-
gress.
Lt. George W. Lee, veteran po
lltical leader said that these are
some of the factors which a r e
swinging the voters to the Repub-
lican bandwagon.
16 TO 20 PERCENT SWITCHING
The New York Times has re-
ported, on the basis of its polls,
that the Republicans had establish-
ed a month before the election a
20 percent gain among colored cit-
izens. The Gallup Poll lists the
swing away from the Democrats
at 16 percent.
Congressman Adam Clayton
Powell, jr., New York City Demo-
crat, who announced his support of
President Eisenhower and Vice
President Nixon after a White
House conference with the Chief
Executive on Oct. tl, declared in
a Harlem speech on Oct. 13 that
at least 'another 10 percent of the
voters will swing to the Republi-
cans as the true facts on the is-
sues become better known."
In a series of articles which be-
gan on Oct. 15 in the Chicago Daily
Tribune, that influential publica-
tion reports that in the Chicago
area, where Democrat William L.
Dawson is under heavy fire for
his civil rights record, "Negroes
will increase by 10 percent the Re-
publican vote in Cook County."
ILLINOIS AND MARYLAND
PICTURE
The series of articles written by
Roi Ottley, a distinguished Negro
writer on social subjects, 'is bas-
ed on a two-month political sampl-
ing among the Windy City's Ne-
groes — from slum dweller to busi-
ness leader," the paper said.
Meanwhile, another of the series
of state-by-state polls of the New
York Times discloses in Maryland
•Pr s d n
successor to retiring president Dr. I ing counterpart, the Ledger-D i s-
Harold C. Warren. He took his patch) reports an impending
college work at Drake university 1 "bolt" of Negro voters from the
and received his M.A. and Ph.D. Democrats to the GOP-Eisenhow
er-Nixon standard.
-
degrees from -the University of 1
Chicago. I Its political staff writer, George
Before coming to Tougaloo he M. Kel.le:ryh%einbilgasta Sunday'snswer   t o issuehow
was professor of Sociology of I said: 
 1,
Religion, Chicago Theological Se- i Negroes will vote in next month's 'minary and the Federated Theo_ presidential election is now taking 'logical Faculty, University ,)I Ch. on meaningful signs with 1 h e !cago. scales tipping from Democrat in
1952 to Republican in 1956". Kel-
ley attributes this, among other
M things, to three recent events: Thers.enins switch from Stevenson in 1952 to
Eisenhower in 1956 by the -Journal
and Guide, ''on e of the nation's(Continued from Page 1) leading Negro newspapers. . pub-
ance company here for approxi-
i 1 shed in Norfolk." He said the
mately three years, Mrs. Jenkins paper's announcement of its switch
-accepted a teaching position at 
to Eisenhower-Nixon in a copy-
Woodstock (Shelby County Train- 
righted eight - page supplement
included with its Oct. 13 issue,ing) in 1950. The following year i
and its hard-hitting expose of theshe was transferred to Harrold 
Democrat record on civil rightsHigh school in Millington, and in I and related matters, would be a1952 went to Booker Washington
forced intoeneralro-t b crs voiced the opinion that Eisen-
Says the Times: "If the signs
prove right on election day, the
shift in the Negro vote in Balti-
more could go a long way to-
wards offsetting shifts from the
Republican. . .in other segments
of the population."
THE NATIONAL OUTLOOK
Finally, on a national, all-races
basis, the Eisenhower-Nixon tick-
et is leading the Stevenson-Kefau-
ver ticket by 56 percent to 44 per-
cent of the voters who have decid-
ed how they will vote on Novem-
ber 6, says the Gallup poll report.
more liberal City Administrators
resulted in the attainment of his
goal.
Words of the Wise
There are two kinds of men
who never amount to much:
those who cannot do what they
are told, arid those who can do
nothing else.
—(Cyrus H. K. Curtis)
This Week's Special
CHAIR and ROCKER Combination
In beautiful Mahogany
$299 5 Per set
CHOICE OF COLORS—Red, Green or Beige
See your nearest dealer
ADVANCE FURNITURE CO.
559 MISSISSIPPI IlvD - Ph. IA. 6-4514
906 VANCE AVE. • ph. IA 5.5641
1352 FLORIDA AVE. - Ph. WH 8 5880
, strong influence.High as head of health and physi- OTHER VIRGINIA FACTORSc-al education instruction for girls. The other recent factor was theber of Mt. Olive CME church, discontent stirred among NegroMrs. Jenkins was a member of members of the City DemocraticMt. Olive CalE church, and took Committee after they were invitedan interest in young people's ac- to, then barred from, a $10-a-platetivities. She was a member of the dinner featuring Senator LyndonEntre Nous Social club. , Johnson (D. Texas) as s k
at a downtown Norfolk hotel, "be-cause of state segregation laws."
The third factor was the actionof the director of the Community
Chest Fund in withdrawing finan-
cial support from the National Ur-
ban League, a social welfare ag-
ency with branches through t h ecountry.
This about after pro-seg-
regation groups circulated attacks
MARRIED TO GI
She was the wife of Cpl. Thom-
as W. Jenkins, a soldier stationed
at Fort Meade, Md. Cpl. Jenkins
was here on leave during her se-
rious illness. The couple had been
married several years. They had
no children.
S. W. Qualls Funeral co was in
charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Jenkins' death marks the
second Booker Washington High
School teacher to pass this year,
1956. Prof. Richard W. McGhee





Good Used Floor Furnaces and Heat-ers . We service and Install —
1AMERICAN HEATING AND COOL-ING EQUIPMENT CO 1694 Poplar
BR. 5-5392
The newly built Lester High
school will hold its first open-house
with a program and tea on Sun-
day, Oct. 2.8 at 3 p. m.
J. D. Springer, principal of
Douguas High sehool will be the
speaker for the occasion. Greeting
,the parents and patrons of the
school will he the principal, A. B
Bland, and the faculty of 16
teachers.
This school, latest addition to
the growing list of city schools,
is a 7-12 grade school and serves
the Binghampton and White Sta-
tion communities.
World standard time is reckon-
ed from Greenwich, England
which it regarded as lite prime
meridian,
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Union A 






It's easy to get rid of
dirty, itchy head and
crab lice. A-200 kills
these dangerous parasites on contact
...within 15 minutes.
Easy to apply, easy to remove,
A-200 is non-poisonous, non-irritat-
ing, leaves no tell-tale odor. Doss not
stain or harm clothing. One applica-
tion should do it. At all drusgisUi.
(Continued from Page 1) 1
ter. Epsilon Phi, headed by Dr
Ike Watson, and the LeMoyne col-
lege chapter, Chi Psi, Willie Otis
Demo
bower should "speak out" on the
issue. Some felt that there would
be little difference in perform-
ance in the civil rights field but
that the Democrats are the party
of the little man and justified their
support.
A side issue that affects some
Negroes in California is their at-
titude to Vice-President Nixon. A
separate study by Lubell on the
1Vice-President noted that in Cali-
fornia memories of Mr. Nixon's
attacks on former Congresswoman
Helen Gahagan Douglas during his
campaign against h e r in 1950
have not been forgotten. 'She was
always good to my people." a Ne-
gro school teacher said, "But
Nixon smeared her as a Commu-
nist"
Court
(Continued from Page 1)
that, while the plan might be feas-
ible, it provided no relief for the
five students seeking immediate
entrance. It was on that point that
they carried their case to the Ap-
peals Court.
The appeal to the high court
for immediate admission of Miss
Booker was made in arguments
heard last week. The decision of
the court is awaited.
R. L. Carter of New York, at-
torney for the NAACP, represent-
ed Miss Booker and her mother.
entered the Army as a private,
in 194 and was discharged in 1946
as a major, Mr. Morrow was
sworn into office in his present
post' July 11, 1955.
Before then Mr. Morrow had
been, since Sept. 14, 19.5", advisor.
on business affairs on the staff I
of Secretary of Commerce Sin-
clair Weeks.
In his present post Mr. Morrow
Economic Policy, headed by Jo-
seph M. Dodge; the officers of
Harold E. Stassen and Nelson
Rockefellow, special assistant to
the President, and the office of
Major General John S. Bragdou
(U. S. A. ret.,) special consultant
on Public Works Planning.
He went to the Commerce De-
partment from the Columbia
Broadcasting System where he
served on the public relations staff
and as a rnembe rof the Employee-
Management committee. Prior to
that he was field secretary for the
NAACP.
During 1952 he served on Presi-
dent Eisenhower's campaign train
as a consultant and advisor.
Mr. Morrow was born in Hack-
ensack, N. J., son of Rev. and
Mrs. J. Eugene Morrow. He
attended Bowdoin college and was
graduated from Rutgers univer-
sity School of Law.
Members of the committee se-
lecting the achievemement award
winner are: Dr. S. A. Owen, chair-
man; Dr. Hollis F. Price, Henry
\Vhite, Jesse Turner, H. T. Lock-
ard, attorney; Dr. Clara Brawner,
and L. Alex Wilson, editor.
Achievement week prowam
committeemen are B. G. Olive,
chairman; Rev. A. E. Andrews, co-
chairman: O'Ferrell Nelson a n d
Millard Bell, program: Williard
Bell, publicity.
Nat Tipton of Nashville, state ad-




DO YOU PAY TOO MUCH?
When you buy on credit, inter-
est is often 2500 or more
If elected I will work for lows
to cut this down and protect
th• bursts EQUITY.
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State college, among a number of
other important positions-
His civic activities include his
membership of the Mayor's Post-
War City Planning Commission at
Parsons, Kans., and founder and
organizer of Parsons, Kansas Com-
munity Service Fund, Inc.
He is a Mason, member of Al-
pha Kappa Mu National Honor So-
ciety and a member of the Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity.
Make your face and the skin of your entire body
permanently light with Marinetect Salt Tablets
instead of bleaching your skin
Free Nylon Hose
Make your skin permanently light, from your face to the end of
your toe, your entire body. Use MARINETECT SALT TABLETS until
the degree of lightness is acquired-
Marinetect Salt Tablets will cause pinkish whiteness of the skin.
Do not use over 30 tablets. A sample ten Marinetect tablets will be sent
post paid for ten dollars. One dollar per tablet or a box of 30 tablets,
twenty dollars. Marinetect salt tablets are sold to Beauticians in 50
box lots for two dollars per box. If ordering 50 box lots state if you are
a beautician. One pair of nylon hose will be given FREE for each dol-
lar you spend for Marinetect tablets a money back guarantee.
State size and color. Colors listed below:
Due to the fact that we must ship Marketed tablets by express 41
you can deduct 10% from amount when cash is append to your order
or use cashiers check. No personal checks. Will ship order as soon as
possible.
To wear with Sun Beige To wear with Rum
Blackish Gun Metal Brownish Nutmeg
Colors Autumn Light Colors Terquose
ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO:
R. M. JOHNSTON
2.62.1 Lucus St. Louis, Missouri
!St. Andrews
In Conference
Her appearance Is being spot'.
of local and national candidates urgood .printed annually in the U. S. to Ellis. president. of the minister, Rev. W. M. Wing-you study closely the backgrounds on team, that their services should ) Abeut six billion checks are sored by the church choir, 
Jots Dr. Powell praised the wort
supply the need for this kind of Rev. J. M. C. Wade is church! field, and the church congregation.
exchange medium. - minister. I Mrs. Mary Gray, reporter.
the right choice. GO TO THE choice — VOTE, and please 
don'tDefends 
NEW YORK — Thurgood Mar- Miss Irma R. Robbins, 24, a na- 
I 0
POLLS :ND VOTE. Nationally, vote in a manner which will harm shall has announced 
the addi ion tive of Baltimore, attended elem- I
we believe irom the facts, from us in our trek toward first-class, of two lawyers to the hard-press- entary, 
junior and senior hig• , .•
the tangible results obtaino for citizenship. ed staff of the NAACP Legal De- 
schools in New York City. She is
DOUGLASS STUDENT COUN-
CIL officers were installed last
Friday morning by Rev. Alex-
ander Gladney, seated left, in
a beautiful ceremony on a
program which had Mrs. Law-
rence Coe, seated center. mem-
ber of the board of Educa-
tion, as speaker. Principal J.
D. Springer is seated right.
Officers, from left, are: Gov-
ernor Johnson. chaplain:
Ralph Prater, asst, business
manager; George Grant, trea-
surer; Miss Mary Bolden, who
served as program committee
chairman: Miss Pauline Miller,
serretz0; Sammie Fields,
president; Sydney Bossen. vice
president; Miss Nettie Craft,
assistant secretary; %alter
Bankhead, attorney general;
Miss Geraldine Bell, reporter.
and Leroy Hopson, business
manager. (Newson Photo.)
Douglass Student Council Hears
Mrs. Coe At Installation Event
By CLAUDIA M. IVY
Friday. Oct. 19. at 9:30 a 111..
Was a joyous occasion for the
president of the student council
and nis cabinet members.
The program was quite interest-
ing and it was composed of the
following: Star Spangled Banner,
the assembly, scripture and pray-
er by Rev. A. Gladney; Lord's
Prayer, from Malotte by the Doug-
lass Glee club; greetings by Lu-
gene Barnett of Lester Junior
high; musical selection from Ma.
nassas by Alberta Clark; greetings
from Manassas by the president of
Manassas Student council; mu-
sical selection from Lester Junior
high by Anne B. Washington with
Gwendolyn Williams at the piano,
introduction of the speaker by our
own Ralph Prater.
The speaker of the occasion was
,Mrs. Lawrence Coe. membei
Ihleinohis Board of Education. Mrs.
Coe's subject was -Roll Along
With Me, The Best Is Yet To
Be."
She said "the challenge of get-
ting along with one another is the
challenge of life. Learn first wha*
makes us tick as an individual
and then you'll be able to know
What makes others tick. The real
axiom about things you work
hardest for is of more value to
you than that which has been
practically placed in your hands;
and last buy not least every one
has some type of gift and it's
what we do with our gifts that God
holds us accountable for."
Selection. "A Mighty Fortress Is
Our God," from Luther by the
RESCURE IN THE CLOUDS—
Corporal William IL Wise
(front WO and M-Sgt Ray-
mon F. Johnson with the chute
they both rode to safety alter
Johnson grabbed Wise in
mid-air October 8, high above
Frayar Drop Zone at Fort
Benning. Ga. 82nd Airborne Di-
vision troopers, Johnson and
TRI-STATE DEFERRER
s„,sAT.. OCT. 27,1956 
Wise, members of the sas Air-
borne Infantry Regiment, were
among 740 paratroopers mak.
ing a mass jump before the
eyes of 740 top business and In-
dustrial leaders of the Jolitt
Civilian Orientation Confer-





1T1'A BENA — Mississippi Vo- Mrs. W. M. Griffin. noted singer
cational college has set a new en- of gospel songs, of St. Louis. Mo..
rollment record. The Registrar's, will appear at the Bethel ANIE
office revealed today that the col- 'church, N. 18th and Thompson
lege has enrolled 1.401 students ave.. in West Memphis, Oct. 29
I this quarter. through Nov. 4 at 7:30 p.
FOR THE
VA RECORD
by 1. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Such Police Discourtesy Unfair
It is difficult enough in some 1 time why these agents of race
place iere in the South for a hate, especially those on the tax
Negr, eacher to have to stand payroll, paid from funds from
befor a class and tell her stu- ALL THE PEOPLE don't test
dent that white law enforcement ' their alleged superiority on those
offi. -s are their friends, that whom thty consider equal. Such
the . officers have their welfare public servants will employ viol-
et a. art and that they will pro- ence on a Negro over a minor
tee( them from harm. matter and on the other hand tol-
, Too many such students in cities,' erate twice as much from one of
towns and villages who know the his own race.
troth such teaching is "boo k Such cannot be viewed from any
stuff ' whic his not applicable to angle, as gallantry and bravery.
then: at least where a bigoted Such bullying is not going to &-
White policeman is concerned. ter the New Negro. the intelligent
l'roof of that is in the second in- Negro. the .civic-minded and re.
cident within less than six months sponsible Negro in his struggle f
Where utmost contempt of our for respect and first-class citizen-
teachers and young folk has been ship.
shown by members of the !Mem- It is unfortunate that the doe-
phis Police department. trine of separate but equal as es-
Last July Miss Rosa Harper, of poused by the commissioner of po-
ip
922 Woodlawn, a teacher at Wis- lice is not reflected down through
consin school, was assaulted and the ranks of the department. It is
humiliated by a local plainclothes unfortunate that despite the good
officer identified as James J. Isa- services rendered by the depart.
bel, without due cause. The late ment, it has least regard of any
Emmett Till and the Negro race department of our local govern-
as a whole were tongue-lashed in ment from Negroes in every walk
a vicious lecture delivered by the of life.
officer, because according to Miss We are of the opinion that quite
Harper, she wouldn't walk out of a number of citizens would be
her business place to the street i agreeable to more pay for police-
when addressed incorrectly, men if it would mean the elimi-
Last week, Mrs. Lonnie Brieoe, nation of hate peddlers and officers
a well-known and respected teach- lacking in the rudiments of com-
er of Douglass High school, was mon courtesy.
insulted by an officer identified as We in no way are advocating
Alexander, not because she resist. weak law enforcement. We want
ed arrest for allegedly driving 38 it enforced but without bias and
miles per hour in a 30 mile zone, without the injection of personal
but because she rightly resented uniform and gun.
. the use of her name without the Mrs. Briscoe and Mrs. Harper t
title "Mrs." are to be commended for the
This officer, Mrs. Briscoe said, stand they have taken. Evident-
extended his verbal abuse to Nei ly there has been too much ac-
gro students by asking: "Do you ceptance of disrespect, cloaking of
know that you teach nothing but such abuse. Even if naught comes
apes, prostitutes, liars, thieves and from protest, the community must
murderers?" know it is not accepted. Patience
The question reflects the PA- will be rewarded for nothing re-,
THETIC attitude of the man to- , mains the same. A CHANGE
ward Negroes. One wonders some i WILL COME.
A Suggestion To You
We would like to suggest that us under the Eisenhower and Nix-
seeking els ction on November 6. 
be continued for another four
Then make up your mind about sears.
 However, whatever your
Honor Society, Library
Club Elect At Wonder H Tyler last week that the division
The Officers are president, Troy
Simpson; secretary, Minnie 01 a
Mannings treasurer, Marie James.
Other members from last year
include Carleeta Jackson, Shirley
and Jimmy Holmes and Fannie
410 
Hubbard. Only Junior class mem-
bers remain active participants
from last term.
T h e organization was first es-
tablished at Wonder High school
last year in honor of Principal L.
R. Jackson by its sponsors, Miss
Delores Mays and Mrs. Lena
Carnes. It upholds as its princi-
p I e s, scholarship, leadership,
character and service. All stud-
ents beginning with 10th grade,
who maintain a "B" average or
above are eligible for member-
ship.
Prospective probates f o r this
Negro Priest
Joins Air Corp
? NEW ORLEANS — (ANP) —Fa-
Ether Louis V. LeDoux, the firstNegro priest to be ordained for aCatholic diocesan in the South and
former priest of St. Mary's
church. Port Barre. La.. will em-
bark on a new career. Oct. 28.
Father LeDoux, who has been
conducting a parish mission at Our
Lady of Lourdes church here, will
report for active duty with the Air
Force on that date. He has been
commissioned a first lieutenant.
Father LeDoux graduated from
the French Seminary in Montreal.
Canada in 1952. He is a native
of Lake Charles, La.
Spring arrives variously from
. March 19 to Maich 21.
• By TOMMY PARKER year from the 11th grade, Fredes-
Wonder High school and the tine Miller and Leon Hines. From
West Memphis community wishes the 10th grade, Shirley Patton,
to congratulate two of its students, Kenneth Couch, Haroland Gatson,
Willie Mae Simpson and Willie Yvonne Jenkins, Leroy Jackson,
Weary for their fine performance Jean Wilson, James Benjamin and
at the Tri-State Fair contest and Clyde Straughter. Probation has
Spelling Bee. I been set for the second week in
Although they did not win, the November.
experience was well worth the ef- LIBRARY CLUB
fort for each of the ninth graders. Members of the Library club
HONOR SOCIETY met on last Wednesday to elect
On Tuesday, members of the L. its officers for the year. Library
R. Jackson chaper of the National members learn proper procedures
Honor Society met and elected for checking out books and most
officers for the year 1956-57. of the problems involved in Li-
brary work. The major purpose of
the group is to encourage more
students to read more books. Their
plans for the year include a
"Read More" campaign in Janu-
ary.
The Officers are president:
Charlene Williamson: vice presi-
dent, Vern Ella Looney; secre-
tary, Shirley Reddick treasurer,
Thelma Rodgers.
Other members are Willie Ann
Allen, Louise Kilgore, Clydia Wil-
liams, Thelma Watson, Patricia




• Marshall testified at a hearing in
1 , of the NAACP which he heads has
:been approved in New York as
!a legal and non-profit organiza-
tion.
1 Texas authorities are seeking a
!permanent injunction before Judge
Otis T. Dunagan to prohibit N. A.
A. C. P. from operating in the
Lone 'Star state.
Marshall, legal adviser for the
organization, was called by the
defense.
LAST RESORT
He testified that Cne division
he heads goes into the courts "only
as a last resort" and that at-
tempts to settle disputes are made
• first at a local level. He added





i Texas officials have accused N.
A. A. C. P. of encouraging legal
action in segregation cases, and
, the state is seeking to bar the or-
- ganization from operating in Tex-
as.
During earlier testimony, Mrs.
C. V. Adair, executive secretary "
WILLIE B. HERRON, seaman ap-
prentice, USN, son of Mrs. Ester
Stevson, of 383 Laclede ave., Mem-
phis, Tenn., graduated Sept. 21 as
honorman of his Recruit Training
Company at the Naval Training
Center, San Diego, Calif. Before
entering the service, Herron grad-
uated from Booker T. Washington
High school and was employed by
the Greyhound Post Houses, Inc.
i NAACP Ma
of the Houston NAACP, testified
thit she was not fired despite a
strong effort on the part of the
national office to remove her from ;
office.
tense and Educational Fund, Inc.
They are Miss Irma R. Robbins
and Waite H. Madison, jr.
The addition was made neces-
sary y e b f
school cases in the South and the
continued challenges of the proseg-
regationists who insist on defying
federal laws outlawing segrega-
tion, Marshall said.
"Since the United States Su-
preme Court rendered its decision
.two-and-a-half years ago, we have
1 taken legal action in more than
' 60 school cases alone," Marshall
explained.
OTHER RIGHTS TOO
This does not include cases in-
volving inter and intra-state trav-
el, housing and other litigation in-
I 
volving other rights of Negroes,
he added.
Marsirall who is director-counsel
of the NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund, Inc., said he
expects the number of requests for
legal assistance from Negro stu-
dents and parents to increase,
probably 100 per cent in the com-
ing year.
"Our people look to us for help
and we must have the staff to
As a defense witness, her testi-
mony was to establish the fact
that local branches are not domi-
nated or controlled by the nation-1
al or state organization.
Iictp t e a • 
IMIIMINNIMalmmlnimineammEgmg
Traffic Ratio
Three of four traffic accidents
involve passenger cars.
feet.
Lake Superior has produced
kind of larvae that is said to live




Porter PIA launches its annual
,inembershiP drive at the first
1,meeting of 1956-57 school year,
Tliursdo, Oct. 25, at 7:3() p.m.
in the school cafeteria. Emphasis
will be .placed on maintaining the
largest PTA. membership in t h e
state.
Also .on the agenda will be the
election of officers and a discussion
on "character:' Devotional sen-
ices will be conducted by the char-
acter and spintual education chair-
man. Mrs. G. L. Gossett.
Refreshments will be served
with hostesses from Mrs. G. E.
Shepherd's first grade room.
R. B. Thompson. principal, and
Mrs. 0. S. Shannon. assistant prin-
cipal. urge the whole-hearted coop-
eration of all parents and teachers
in the program planned for the
year.
i Douglass male chorus: installation
1 of officers by Rev. A. Gladney.
Officers are Sammie Fields,
president. Sydney Bowen. vice
, piesident: Pauline Miller. secre-
'airy; Nathe Craft, assistant sec-
retary; George Grant .treasurer:
Leroy Hopson, business manager,
Ralph Prater, assistant business
manager; Walter Baukhead, at-
torney general: Geraldine Bell. re-
porter. and Governor Johnson,
chaplain.
Acceptance was by President
Sammie Fields.
Remarks by Mr. J. D. Springer




NASHVILLE. Tenn. — (ANP)—
A pro-segregationist group, bent
on challenging the validity of the
14th Amendment to the U. S.
Constitution, was denied any voice
in a school integration suit here
last week.
The group sought intervention .in
opposition to a suit seeking ad-
mission of Negro children to Nash•
vile white schools. They contend-
ed that taxpayers were "inade-
quately" represented by counsel
for the school board.
Ruling that no proof had been
entered to substantiate t h e ir
charges, Judge William E. Miller
told the group that "the petition.
if granted, would only cause the
issues in this lawsuit to be be
clouded and confused."
sembly closed the installation pro- New Enrollment Record
a graduate of Hunter college,
1953, and received her LL.B. from
Madison. 32, a native of Mis n Integration SuccessYale Law school this year.
souri, a t d
high school in Marshall and Se-
dalia. Mo., receiving his A. B. de-
gree from West Virginia State col-
lege in 1948 and his LL.B. at How-




COLUMBUS, Ohio — A three-
point program to speed racial in-
tegration was outlined here last
week by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
who also pointed out that Adlai E.
I Stevenson was the man who could
put it into effect.
preliminary step to the integration
of schools; 2. protection of every
, citizen's right to vote, and 3. elim-
ination of Senate Rule 22 which made up of farmers and federal
permits filibustering of vital bills. employees.
Because Mrs. Roosevelt recog- Dunn insists that if integration
nizes the racial bias that exists in
the North as well as the South,
she explained that her plan for
desegregation of housing w a s
meant for the North as well as
the South, particularly the larger
cities,
redit Selective Plan
WASHINGTON — Officials in
Montgomery County, Md., are at-
tributing their success in integrat-
ing schools in that rural area to
had been carried out suddenly like
it was in Washington, they would
have encountered numerous prob-
lems.
!noticed "no difference" In eft-
cational standards of his Negro
students,
Dunn toys the county suds
the fact that they selected only, While under the selective tech- some mistakes in integrating 4110
the cream of the crop in Negro nique, William W. Miles, prince Negroes in white schools in Sep.
schools for integration. pal of the high school ,where 20 tember, 1955, without the seise-
The procedure followed was de- I Negroes were enrolled, said he live system.
scribed at a parent-teacher asso-
ciation workshop in Rockville, Md.,' 
last week by Fred L. Dunn, jr.,
an integration specialist.
Dunn explained that farming
areas were surveyed to see which
had space and suitable -pro-
grams" for Negro students in their
districts.
CHECK PRINCIPAIS
Then the Negro school principals
were checked to find out whet
of their pupils would fit into their
neighborhood white schools with-
The former first lady of the na- out producing 
any burden on the
tion proposed: white 
clases.
This fall, he continued, some 150
1. Desegregation in housing as a Negro students were transferred
to white schools in numbers rang-
Bishop Barth Here For Emmanuel
Cornerstone Laying Ceremonies
The Service or the Laying of the
Cornerstone to the new edifice of
Emmanuel Episcopal church in the
heart of Cleaborn Homes w a s
held Sunday, Oct. 14 at 2:30 p.m..
with The Right Reverend Theodore
N. Barth, D. D.. Bishop of Tennes-
see, The Right Reverend .1 o h n
Vander Horst, D. D.. Suffragan
Bishop, and The Reverend St. Ju-
lian A. Simpkins, jr., Rector, offi-
ciating.
' Other officiants included the Rev.
1Dr. Donald S. Henning, rector of
'Calvary church and the Reverend
Porter F. Florence, rector of Holy
Trinity church, representing t h e
The solemn service was taken
from the Book of Offices for Spec-
ial Occasions and included Litany
ifor the Church and Founding of a
Church
&Amp Barth (It lisvreil an iin-
pressive sermon which traced the
importance of the Laying ot the
Corner Stone from the Biblical
i Code used in the building of the
Temple. Highlights of the speech
I include the importance of the Cor-
ner Stone, imbedded in the doc-
trines of all Christian lives, with
emphasis placed on sacred princi-
ples by which all Christians should
be guided. He concluded that the
laying of a Corner Stone should
be symbolic of these precepts.
1 The special Corner Stone b o x
contains The Cross which was pre-
sented by Layman Willie Anrier-
son; The Holy Bible by Edward
,Stexwart: The Book of Cornm n
Prayer by Layman Dr. 0. B
Braithwaite: and the Record of
founders, which includes, found-
ers of Emmanuel church, a list of
the vestry members, the Episco-
pal churches of Memphis and the
.iencies of the National ('ouncil
of the Episcopal church, by Lay-
man Dr. W. 0. Speight, sr., the
senior warden.
The ceremony included the sing-
' ing of two hymns. "The Church's
One Foundation" and "Christ is
Made the Sure Foundation."
Among special guests at cere-
mony were Mrs. Charles T. Wof-
ford, president of the Woman's
Auxiliary of Johnson City, Tenn.,
Mrs. Theodore N. Barth, Mrs. Don-
ald S. Henning, Miss Agnes Gra-
ham, director of Youth Service.
Robert L. Irwin, contractor; West
Livaudais. architect and Mrs. Li-
vaudais. the mother of the archi-
tect.
ing from one to 20 to a school.
Population of the county 1-
' The fourth and last Quarter-
ly conference of the 1955-56 year
, was held at St. Andrews AIM
church, Oct. 7-8. Sunday morning
and night services were delivered




Form•r Alternate United Nations Delegate
will speak at Cloyborn Temple
November 2
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To get the best from your Vodka drinks, mix with
103 Proof Cavalier. . latest Vodka sensation,
the only Vodka ovoiloble ot 103 proof.
Try it with tonic, a-tinkle with ice. Dis-
cover Cavalier's amazing smoothness, the
extra zest it brings to any drink. Well-bred,
unobtrusive antidote to heat ... Cavalier Vodka,
in the dramatic "ribbon V" bottle!
as Amer con os the Rodeo
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Southland Greyhound Entering Its Second 40 Days Racing
Open Thursday, October 25 -- Post Time 7:45 P. M.
man.
! The the devil reasoned. now is
the time for me to make my ap- N
pearance. At this point he made
his approach at a point that
have gotten most of us.
SAY THAT YOU ABE THE sos
OF GOD? IF Still BE gill::
CASE TURN THESE ST)\E.
INTO BREAD AND FILL YOS•It
EMPTY STOMACH- but a inan
whose heart was bent on fulfilling
a mission reached hack oso the
heart of moral snd spiritual forti-
tude and cried out man needs more
than bread. If such were the ease
man would in most CaSf•S Ice a con-
tented individual. But as we look
over the scene, after many men
have filled their stomachs with the
best the house had to otter 'They'd
still walk a mile for a camel.'
No. man by his very nature is
3 product of unrest. You satisfy
him at one point and he breaks
out at another. Ile always reach-
es out for something he doesn't
have. So Jesus told the devil.
"Man does not live by bread"
He was only saying to him there
is something in life more impor-
tant than bread.
Yet. the tragic thing about the
whole thing is that many of us
put our stomachs in frit of. over
and above, and far out of reach
of E....cry thing else. Now let me
say, I am not saying that a per-
son should not eat hut I ant say-
ing that there are things more
important than atine. 1 knots a
lady friend of mine who boasts ot
the tact that she eats at least
one steak every day. Now I know
the pros and cons of her ea4ing
her steaks — I know what mans
of my readers have concluded al-
ready. if she wants to eat a steak
that's her business.
The world has always been full
Of People who have apparently ma-
jored in the minors. The world has
always had its share of people
who have left the most important
things and concerned themselves
AND THE %RANT MET
REIGKAN5 FAMILY AND TOLD
THEM HOW G ORM 70HER.
; CORNER STONE Laying Of-
! IMIANTS:—The service of the
i baying of the Corner Stone at
! the new edifice of Emmanuel
eretrch In the heart of Cleaborn
Ilffnneet was held Sunday, Oc-
! Wiser 14, at 2:30 p. m. Official-




"Then was Jesus led up of the
spirit into ,the wilderness to be
tempted of the des il. And when he
bad fasted forty days and forty
nights, He was afterward an hun-
gered. And when the tempt er
came to Him, he said 'If Thou be
the Son of God command these
stones be made bread.' But Ile
answered and said. "It is written.
'man shall not live by br e a d
alone—"
• • •
4 During the next few weeks we
are going to concern ourselves
In the thinking of the general
theme: "Things That Prevent us:'
One of the most tragic things in
one's life is the realization that
baying grown old life has been
far short of what it could has e
been. The unfortunate thing about
the whole thing is strapped up
in the fact that in every inst a nue
we are what we have chosen to
be. Our urges, our thoughts, our
behavior patterns, and our con-
cerns have made us what we are
This is not .iust something that has
just come about.
Men in all walks of life have
been the product of his-personal
choices. The life of Jesus is no
exception. Here we lind a man
who had been in the wilderness
for forty long days — minus the
many luxuries of life we n o w
know. Tiredness had taken its told,
thirst had taken its toll, loneli-
ness had taken its toil, and all
that life had had to otter to
LAWS, ItE6Essege5 E.SisTIselt, FED 't1,1,
CAMELS MO YtA.94ED THE SERVANTS
FEET,AS ovis5 THE CUSTOM.
log at the Impressive cere-
mony were left to right: Rob-
ert L. Irwin, contractor: The
Right Reverend Theodore N.
Barth, 11. D., Bishop of Ten-
nessee, the Reverend St. iii-
hen A. Simpkins. jr., Rector:
with the lesser important things
and to that ex1ent they have pre-
vented themselves from maturing
into the types of beautiful flowers
they might have been.
Years ago we had a group known
as the Epicureans. To them life
was only a matter of eating, drink-
ing, and being merry. To many
people, the same is true today.
As long as many of us can keep
our stomachs full and have a
place to lay our heads at the end
of the day nothing else really mat-
ters. But in this day and time
when so many things are at stake,
something else does matter.
Life reaches out beyond your
stomachs. Sometimes it takes u.
a lung time to realize it out it
is true nevertheless.
Many a man has failed In life
because he was too much con-
cerned about his stomach. He
could have gone to college but the
college menu was not what he had
at home. He could have been a
great doctor. lawser. or minister
but he was too much concerned
about his stomach. his concern
about his stomach prevented him
trout being what Cod would have
had hint be. Rut speaking to each
of tis today is a voice that says,
"Man shall not use by bread
alone' and let me hurriedly say
any man who puts bread first is
doomed a,lready. We must concern
ourselves with those things that
have real meaning and when and
only- when we do this will success
be ours.
yc Enrollsa degree had left Him a wearied
1 401 To Set
ew Record
den; .1 If. While. of Nlis•
Vocational college in lIta
Bella.- welcomed faculty, staff and
students at the Fall Convocation
at which he also delivered a dy-
namic address on ''Tom, 4 'ant
Have Something tor Nothing."
The registrar's office has reveal:
ed that the young four-year col-
lege. opened in 1930 with 11 stu-
dents, had set another enrollment
reeurd with 1.401 students enroll-
ed for the quarter.
This number includes 471 regu-
lar college students. 143 of whom
ale freshmen. and 293 boarding
student s.
NEN' FACULTY
New faculty members for the
year were presented. They are:
Charles Segars. MEd.. Alabama
Stale colleee. principal of the Lals
oratory. school: Hobart Cope. B
S , Arkansas ANISN.
Vina P. Douglas. M. S ,
Unice' sit y of Wisconson, bin-.
logy : lielen Hampton, M.S. Texas
Southern unit ersity . Ministry ;
Jay Royce Hawkins. NI. S In-
diana University Physical Edu-
cation: Robert Louis King, M. A.,
Tennessee MI State university,
political science: Princess Jones.
NI. As Illinois university. English.
Melba Merchant. M. S.. Tennessee
Stale tiniversity and advanced stu-
dy at Wayne university. home eco-
nomies: Silas Peeples. M. A..
and advanced study at New York
unit ersity social sciences. Mary
II Pratcher NI 4 New YOrk
university. pre-school edueation:
Leroy Ramie. M. Ed.. Rutgers uni-
versity. social science: Dr. E.
l'h. D.. University of Dijon
I France ; Po s t-Doctoral study,
Universities of Wisconsin and Chi-
cago. modern languages: Cephus
, J. Smith, M Ed.. Alabama State
I college. Enelish: Anderson Taylor.
B. S., Tuskegee Institute, building
aS TNEy WERE SEArnNG • THE MOAN
TOtD TOSE FAMILY THAT REIM** 1016
To BE THE WIFI OF WARIAMS SOK,
ISAAC.
The Right Reverend John Van-
der Horst. D. D., Suffragan
Bishop: The Reverend Donald
b. Henning, rector of Calvary
church: and the Reverend Por-
ter F. Florence, rector of Holy
Trinity church. (Blair photo.)
PRAIRIE VIEW. Tex. — Ten
leading hotel men representing
the Trees Hotel Association met
at Prairie View A and M college
recently to work out an internship
program for students enrolled In'
the onimercial Cooking and Bak-
ing Department.
, The Texas Hotel Association is
cooperating with the college in a
program designed to give addition-
al practical experience to students
in cooking and baking through on-
the•job experience in the hotel in-
dustry.
. The Division of Industrial Edu-
cation at the college offers a two
year trade course to prepare cooks.
bakers, caterers, chefs, and super-
visors of food services.
By LARRY DOUGLAS
NEW YORK — National famous
composer, Maceo Pinkard. writer
of all time hits like "Sweet
Georgia Brown." "Them Thar
Eyes " "Gimme A Little Kiss.
Will Ya Hugh." "Here Comes The
Showimat," ''Sugar- and count-
less others, is recovering at New
York's Roosevelt Hospital.
Pjnkaid's entire left side is
paralyzed and he's at present
speechless.
Dinah Shore. Milton Berle, Bing
Crosby, Perry Como. Frank
Sinatra, Louis Armstrong and the
major radio networks have been
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Sunday is Harvest Day at the
Bethlehem Baptist church. F or
that day the congregation w ill
have as its speaker one of its
own active members, Mrs. Ossie
Williams Carter, Mrs. Carter who
is a local school teacher. will
speak at 3 p.m. The chairman of
harvest Day is Mrs. Gladys Isom.
B. H. Holman will conduct the
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. Pre-
siding during the morning worship!
will be Rev. Quincy B t 110 pa
Church choirs will render the mu-
sic.
The Baptist Training Union at
6:30 p.m., will he directed 'by.
James Peoples. There will be ser-
mon at 8 p.m.
Rev. J. R. Bibbs is the minister.
NEW TYLER AME
New Tyler AME church will ob-
serve its Annual Woman's D a y.
Sunday. A special address w ill
be heard at 3 p.m. Financial re-
ports of the captains will high-
light the Dey's activities. Mr s.
Annie Bell Nave is the general
chairman. The co-chairman is Mr
Edna Goodrich.
The pastor. Rev. H. W. Hen.
ning, will deliver the morning
message at II a.m. Supervising
the Sunday school will be Prof.
Isiah Goodrich, jr., and Mrs. Alma
Bowen. It will convene at 9:10
a in.
The ACE League commences at
5:30 p.m. Miss J. Flowers will be
in charge. Services will be held
at 7:30 p.m.
Rev. Henning will leave on Oc-
tober 30 for the annual AME Con-
ference in Columbia. Tenn. Bishop




It will be a regular Day for the
members of Mt. Nebo Baptist
I church, Sunday. Of primary inter-
'eat will be the thought-provoking
sermon by the pastor, Rev. Roy
Love, at 11 a.m. Music will be
furnished by the combined choirs.
Sunday school will be held at
9. 25 a.m. Harry Joyner is the sup-
erintendent. Baptist T r ai nine
Union is set for 5:40 p.m. It will
be directed by H. L. Hunter. Reg-
ular worship will be held at 7
p.m.
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
Celebrating Annual Young Peo-
ple's Day. Sunday, will he the
Mt. Nforlah membership. The Rev.
H. C. Nabrit of First Baptist Laud-
erdale will deliver the principal
address. Mrs. V. L. Norsworthy is
the chairman.
Sunday school will be held at
9:30 a.m. P. .1. Nelson is the sup-
erintendent. The sermon at 11
a.m., will he delivered by the pas-
tor, Rev. R. W. Norsworthy. Mu-
sic will be furnished by the No.
contacting ASCAP and Maceo's
wife, Edna about the songwriter's ree Clericcondition.
Detroit Group Who Balked
Presented In At Jim CrowConcert Tour
DE1 RO1T — The. Philharmonic
Chorale Ensemble of Detroit.
MR h., will appear in Alecto at
the Mozart Baptist church Sunday
night. Oct. 28. 1956. at 7:30 o'clock.
Organized in June. 1934. the group
is led by a former Chicagoan. Mrs.
Ruth Johnson. then director and
oreanist of the Friendship Baptist
church.
construction: William Davis. B. S.
Arkansas ANI&N college. mach-
ine shop: John Woodard. Ms S.,
Tennessee State university. sociol-
ogy and history, a nd John T.
Parks, M. A., Atlanta university,
business administration.
BIRMINGHAM. Ala. — tANP;
A 50-year-old minister, arrested on
charges of disorderly conduct be-
cause he refused to ride a segre-
gated elevator, was freed here by
Judge Ralph Parker in City Re-
corder's court.
Rev. T. N. Nelson was arrested
last Saturday by police after he
hoarded the "white" elevator in
the Frank Nelson building on the
seventh floor. He refused to leave
when he was told to get on the
"colored- elevator.
In freeing Rey. Nelson. Judge
Parker said there is no law against
whites and Negroes riding in the
same elevators in Birmingham.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Substance That Does Both—
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids
flew York, N. 1. (Special) —
For the first time science has
found a, new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoida and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all—this
improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
ough that sufferer, were able to
mak,..tich a.tonishingstatements
OP "Piles have ceased to he a
problem!" And among these stif-
f  were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some of
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the use of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a new healing substance I Bio-
Dyne* ) —the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready. Bio-Dyne is in wide use
for healing injured tissue on all
parts of the body.
This new healing substance is
offered in suppository or oio fru eiii
torso called Preparation H. Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation H suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation H is
sold at all drug stores.Satisf *eche'
guaranteed or money refunded.
'Rat r II Pat Off
1 and No. H choirs.
A musical program is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m.
The Intermediate Red Ci r c le
Girls of Mt. Moriah gave a Har-
vest Tea, last Sunday. It was held
in the church dining ar‘..a. Mrs.
Dorothy Bowen is the supervisor.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
A regular day of service w i 1 1
be held at the St. Jude Baptist.
William H. Da y is will be-
gin the worship with conduction of
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
Rev. W. H. Mosby. the pastor,
will officiate at Ii a.m.
Baptist Training Union wfll be-
gin at 6:30 p.m. At 7:30, the even-
ing service will be held.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — (INS)—
The Tallahassee Inter-Civic Coun-
cil and 21 individual defendants
were found guilty Saturday of ille-
gally operating a car pool for
Negroes boycotting city buses.
The boycott, which forced sus-
pension of bus service in Florida's
capital city for several weeks last
spring, was called in protest over
segregated seating.
City Judge John Rudd sentenced
each defendant to a 8500 fine or
60 days in jail. Ile also handed
each a mandatory 60 day term, but
suspended this judgement and or-
dered a year's probation for each
instead.
Execution of the sentences was
delayed pending a motion for a
new trial, which defense attorneys
said will be filed.
The jurist, handling the cases
without a jury, delayed only 15
minutes after testimony was com-
pleted before announcing the ver-
dict. He said he asked for "divine
guidance" in arriving at a fair
pronouncement.
The 21 car pool drivers, includ-
ins, the entire nine-man executive
committee of the Inter Civiscsiun-
tit, were arrested for operating
their vehicles without "for hire"
tags.
The trial opened last Wednesday
and dragged over three and a halt
days with the prosecution calling
some 30 witnesses to the stand




• Soft All-Rubber Body
• Soft Life-like Vinyl Head
• ROOTED HAIR—cannot be pulled out!
Wash it! Comb it! Brush it! Curl it!
Complete with ... SATIN BRIDAL GOWN
with NYLON NET & LACE, VEIL, PEARL
FINISHED TIARA, BRIDAL BOUQUET,
PANTIES & SHOES.
Wm, E. Ledbetter, principal of
McNairy County High school,
Selmer, Tenn., will be the guest
speaker at the annual Men's Day
program of the Centenary Metho-
'dist church, Alston and Mis-
sissippi, Sunday afternoon at 3:30
p. m.
Mr. Ledbetter is the president
of the West Tennessee Educa-
tional Congress, and a former
president of District 4 of the Ten-
nessee Secondary Schools Athletic:
Association. He is active in the
religious, political, educational
and civic affairs of his communi-
ty and state.
GOP LEADER
He is a former 3rd vice president
of the Tennessee State Young Re-
publican clubs, and is the first
Negro in modern time elected to
state executive office. He has been
a member of the McNairy County
! Republican Executive Committee
for more than 20 years.
Mr. Ledbetter is a forceful and
dynamic sneaker and is k ept
unusually busy with speaking en-
gagements. A short paragraph tak-
en from a brief biographical
sketch found in the 1955 program'
of the West Tennessee Educational
Congress states: "Back of that
calm smile of Wm. E. Ledbetter
is a power force for persuading
people."
Ishe annual Men's Day pro-
gram of the Centenary Methodist
• 41011,4111,
EACH SATURD %V morning opportunity knocks for talented young
boys and girls to develop their talents.
Big Star Food Stores are happy to give young stars a chance to
ezpress themselves by radio. Genial A. C. Williams is master of
ceremonies. These five girls presented a splendid program Aver
church is sponsored by the men
of the church. James A. Bradfield
is president of the Methodist Men,
Organization. T h e Rev. D, M.
Grisham is pastor. The public is
cordially invited to attend the pros





You too will say "This is the
very thing to serve on these
brisk cool mornings." Ja ck
Sprat Sweet Potato Malfles,•
sausages, milk or whatever
is your favorite heverage.
With fresh Sweet Potato
crops hargested, the pri c e s
are down but don't forget we
have Jack Sprat Sweet Potatoes
the year round at right prices
too. Jsck Sprat flour makes the
waffles over flow with vita-
mins. Can't you just see them
n o w — Hot crisp tantalizing
blown bubbling with butter.
JACK SPRAT POTATO
WAFFLES
1 cup mashed, cooked or Jack
Sprat canned Sweet Potatoes
I cup Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
cup sugar
'a cup melted butter
1 cup milk
1 egg
Mix well Sweet potatoes, Jack
Sprat flour, sugar, butter and
milk. Add egg yolk beaten un-
til thick, and egg white. beaten
antil stiff. Cook in hot waffle
irons until brown. tlakes six
waffles.
P. S. They are just as good






station WDIA on a recent Saturday morning chow to the vast MM.
SettO audience.
Left to right: Dallestine Shelby, Addle Holtz, Ernie Houston, Sam-
mie Williamson and Mary Ingram.
If you syould like to appear on a future Big Star Show just con-tact WDIA for an audition try-out.
• .11 0.1
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Our Opinions
A Deserving Tribute
One of the most significant enterprises
is taking place in Chicago where a band of
devoted admirers of Dr. T. K. Lawless. re-
nowned akin specialist, are engaged in es-
tablishing a clinic for skin diseases in his
honor in Israel's largest and most famous
deospital, the Beilinson.The sponsoring committee which is in-
vil erracial in composition, has already rais-
ed $70,000 toward its goal of $160,000 for
beds, auxiliary supplies and first year main-
tenance of the clinic. The Beilinson hospital
is in Tel Aviv, the largest population con-
centration of the new state and its best de-
veloped medical center.
The total cost of the T. K. Lawless
Dermatology department is close to a half
million dollars. Israel's health agency, the
Kupat Holim has put up $280,000 toward
construction costs. This unusual tribute to
a great medical practitioner and humani-
tarian, remarkable as it is, becomes far
more significant when viewed in the per-
spective of history.
For, it is not only a testimonial to Dr.
Lawless' accomplishments, great as they
are; it is the expression of gratefulness of
a whole race for deeds of benefaction that
might have gone unnoticed and undramatiz-
ed.
In contributing generously to the sup-
. irt of the state of Israel and its people,
r. Lawless was, undoubtedly, actuated by
a noble desire to assist in the upbuilding
of a new nation locked in a death grapple
for existence.
Again, what gives this tribute a sense
of history is that the youngest democracy
in the world has come to the greatest demo-
cracy under the sun to find a citizen who
symbolizes the hope of true human brother-
hood in both nations.
And, this is being done in the formative
years of the new republic as a Means of es-
tablishing a healthy precedent of the fra-
ternity of men where ability is honored re-
gardless of racial origin.
With its dark Yemenites, Morrocans,
Algerians and Tunisians interwoven into
its population of Eastern Jews, Israel has
solved the color question. Its people are be-
ing welded by the most fundamental of
instincts, the instinct of self-preservation,
into a common solidarity of feeling. In the
fire of common purpose internecine differ-
ences tend to be burned away. Israel rep-
resents not merely the return of the Jews
to their ancestral home, it is the return of
a dedicated people to a prophetic land where
they wish to establish a new way of life
and where they see the need for interna-
tional concord as well as interracial amity.
While Israel is inspired by the Ameri-
can idealism and by the spiritual forces
which have swept her along the course
of her history, the new nation is resolved
to keep the orgy of race-hate out of the
context of its democracy.
The Negro people are linked to the Jew-
ish people by bonds of common suffering.
common wounds, common denial and rejec-
tion, and common blasphemy.
Thus this recognition, which has deserv-
ingly come to Dr. T. K. Lawless, a great
force in his chosen field, a man who repre-
sents the ultimate in modesty, is also a tri-
bute to the Negro race by the people of
Israel. Long live Israel!
Save Where You Can Borrow
There is much talk and much confusion
in some quarters about "tight credit" and
Whit it means. Negro families who are in
the market for homes share no such -con-
fusion. "Tight credit" means there is little
chance of them getting a home loan outside
their own communities. It is proving the
hard way that we are foolish to save where
we can't borrow. •
• Many financial institutions base their
ending policies on race. It makes no differ-
ence if the person seeking a loan has been
saving with them for years. If he is a Ne-
gro, he doesn't get credit.
When the Negro prospective home buyer
applies for a loan from such places and is
refused, he has no place to turn but to in-
stitutions friendly to Negroes or controlled
by Negioes. Every real estate broker, and
every financial institution doing business in
the Negro community is familiar with this
kind of case. People with as much as $15,000
in biased institutions have been refused
loans by them, solely because of color.
Before money was so hard to get, friend-
ly institutions were able to provide loans
for many of these people. This is not 0h.
case today. More and more, the friendly in-
stitutions are obliged to give their own cus-
tomers first choice.
The tragedy here is that there are mil-
lions of dollars in savings belonging to Ne*
groes still in these biased institutions —
enough money to provide the credit needed
to keep our communities growing.
The money is in the wrong places, and
as a result, the whole community suffers—
brokers who must sell houses to live—peo-
ple who have homes to sell—people who
want to buy. The progress Negroes have
been making in home ownership over the
past 10 years is seriously threatened.
This situation can be corrected very eas-
ily. Financial institutions which base their
lending policy on race do not deserve our
support. As long as they keep this policy,
so long must we pool our savings in institu-
tions which we eitivr control, or which are
appreciative of our business.
We must save wherc we can borrow.
What The Peonle Say
4N4o Hoodlums practices in the State
Dear Editor: The Daily Defend- I feel that it is high
unethical and
er of Oct. 10 carried an article be brought to light
on "Delincith:ncy and Public Saf-
ety." Thegarticle called the young
people hoodlums. You cannot cor-
rect an evil by committing an evil.
.4 This is a human problem. God
did not create such a being. If
He did, these can never be any
change for growth and service.
Before a child is born, we say
"baby," when they start to school,
we say 'children," when they
they grow to what we call teen
age, they are boys and girls and
should never be called anything




Dear Editor: There has been a
4
 rowing trend on the part of cer-
dn banks in the greater Chicago
ea. as well as the State of Illi-
flOiS, to engage in an insurance
business — namely, life, fire and
Casualty, some of which is yeti-
nitely against the Federal Reserve
Laws and imurante Laws of the
State of Illinois, and is to the det-
ftment of the public interest.
Some of these things mislead the
public and serve as "gimmicks"
and stunts which will ultimately
vwlermine public confidence in
the. institution of insurance in our
state.
Insurance Agents and Brokers
Save concrete proof of Bank presi-
dents and officers engaging in the
insurance business, coercing bank
Milts into purchasing and plac-
ing insurance through their banks
.through independently owned
agencies (owned by these officers)
rte
' order that these bank clients
ay secure loans or favorable in
rest rates, or both.
.. ,
• Since the investigation is being
made by a United States Senate




interest. Your cooperation is need-
ed to render this public 'service.
MANk'RED S. SPINDEL, Chica-
in the public go.
PRESIDENT JACOB L. RED-
dix crowns Miss Robbie
Barnes "Miss Jackson State
College" for the 1556 school
year. 1n honor stsiden' who is
majoring in language arts,
Robbie is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Barnes of
Collins, Miss. A capacity
crowd witnessed the corona•
tion ceremonies.
HOPE GOES THIS WAY
A major event took place in
Memphis last Saturday morning.
The occasion involved t w o
groups of Memphis Negro high
school kids. And it was something
that should make the day a red-
letter one in the history of Negro
progress in the Delta and the so-
called "cotton country. '
And yet, it's a safe bet that with
the exception of the handful of
youngsters involved, their teach=
ers, the sponsors of the event, and
a few parents, the full significance
of the event was pretty well miss-
ed among the tens of thousands
of "your folks" (Negroes) who
inhabit these parts. Unfortunately,
too many colored folk have a way
of missing the real meaning of
too many of the really impor-
tant happenings in their way of
living.
But back to the event: Last Sat-
urday a group of students repre-
senting Douglas High school and
a group representing Hamilton,
met in a unique contest. It is call-
ed a "Q u i z 'Em On The Air"
program. It's a nationally practic-
ed project stemming from This
Week Magazine, a supplement to
many of the nation's newspapers.
It has been featured in Memphis
for some time now, among white
high school students. . .b eing
broadcast regularly over a given
period and widely publicized in lo-
cal newspapers, particularly the
Commercial Appeal.
Well. last Saturday, thanks to
the ever-expanding interest of ra-
dio Station WDIA. in projects de-
signed to improve and help the
Negro _community. local Negro
high school boys and girls had a
chance to launch out on their first
"Quiz 'Em On The Air" program.
There will be a whole series of
such programs to follow. .each
Saturday over WDIA.. .aired from
6:30 till 6:55, in the evening. Paf-
ticipating you»gsters will receive
attractive prizes, and at the end
of the series the winning school's
representative will receive a trip
to Washington, D. C., nation-wide
publicity and prestige, and a
chance at valuable college schol-
arships. And that's really some-
thing to write home and tell the
folks about.
people taking part are the long
range rewards in which the whole
community will share. And that
means in so many more ways
than one.
In the first place, there's t he
great community reward_contain._
ed in discovering that there are so
many young Negroes who are able
to answer intelligently and cor-
rectly pertinent questions ab o u t
the world, the nation, the state,
and the two we live in.
It was the veteran newspaper-
man, nationally - known feature
writer, and widely tra v elle d
George Sister of the Commercial
Appeal Staff who pin-pointed the
real significance of what's happen-
ing with the "Quiz 'Em On The
Air" project. Last Saturday, after
visiting "DIA" to assist in getting
the first Negro program launched,
Mr Sisler, who has spearheaded
the project among the white high
schools of !ileum's, expressed en-
thusiastic and emphatic pleasure
over the showing of the Negro
youngsters. Ile had prepared the
first set of questions himself. He
had pulled no punches because
of the kids' race. He simply cov-
ered the current news carried in
his paper as he came to it, and
as he felt a well-informed news-
paper reader should observe it.
When the questions were put to
the kids from Douglas and Hamil-
ton, they handled them in their
stride. .handled them like any
other intelligent, well-guided, nor-
mal American boys and girls
should handle questions about their
world, nation, and community.
Mr. Sister said he could be quoted
as convinced that, 'These boys
and girls measure up in their per-
formance in handling the ques-
tions asked them."
It doesn't matter that Douglas
Caine off with first honors in the
first program last Saturday. . .not
in the coneection in which we are
viewing the matter here. What
matters most here is that some-
thing is being done to encourage
the development of a growing
group of Negro boys and girls able
to measure up to the hest aecepted
standards in an area calling for
intelligent observation, reading,
and study. Such a group is bound
to make Memphis a better com-
munity. .and Negroes a more
But over and beyond these im- efficient people. This way lies
mediate benefits to the young hope.
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i1__ VfASOWt_ A 
Well, here I am again after an
extended vacation and after about
7,500 miles of travels which took
me to the East Coast of the USA,
to tile West Coast and into Old
Mexico.
This being an election year, I
was interested in political atti-
tudes and trends, especially among
Negroes.
I found in Virginia that t h
greatest concern among Negroes
is that section's attitude toward in-
tegration and the stand the poli-
ticians are taking in the matter.
On the West Coast, the Negroes
are still mad about Emmitt Till
and the attitudes of the South to-
ward integration.
All over, I found too many who
are still praising Roosevelt and
his dole and are dead-set upon
voting for its return. Too many
want a return to what they call
the good times of '42 to '45—the
war years. They don't care what
it costs or who gets killed, just
give them some seemingly free
and easy money.
TWO HANDICAPS
Two of the greatest handicaps
to the Negro's progress in the poli-
tical life of America are: (1
His political ingratitude towards
those who really mean and wish
him well, also work for his best
interests, and (2) His inability to
recognize a political insult, also
his lack of manhood to de some-
thing about political insults.
The day of thumbing rides on
the political highways of America,
for the Negro, is over. The Ne-
gro must furnish his own transpor-
tation if he is to reach his place
in the political sun.
THE VEHICLE
The vehicle for the Negro's
transportation is in his ballot and
his buying power. He must learn
to vote against those who work
against him and insult him politi-
cally. Tracs with those who give
him benents and opportunities and
stop spending his money with his
enemies. The Negro doubt learn to
vote for principles and not f o r
handouts. Being a first class citi-
zen is a great American principle
and privilege. These were worth
dying for surely they are worth
voting for.
The only way to gain political
respect, political recognition a n
political representation is to work
for, also vote for, the principles
and% the persons who guarantee
you respect, recognition and rep-
resentation. The Negro must learn
also to work and vote against
those who deny him the same.
In the crisis of 1860 in which the
Negro was the focal point, the na-
tional political life of America was
endangered. In today's crisis, in
which the Negro is again the fo-
cal point, both the national, poli-
tical life of America and her world
political leadership is threaten-
ed.
HAND IN HAND
When the political solidarity of
a countr), also its political lead-
ership, are endangered, all of its
other accomplishments and powers
are equally endangered. History
bears me out in this.
There are more recent exam-
ples of the truth in the statement.
Look at Great Britain, France,
Germany and other Europe an
countries who once were great and
lost, almost all, when they lost
their political prominence.
The loss of political power al-
ways follows when a nation be-
comes satisfigd with itself. A n y
time you stop rowing, you begin
drifting. It requires effort to re-
main where you are. To move for-
ward requires more effort.
AMERICA DRIFTS
America has stopped trying to
do anything except get rich—get
power and to get something for
nothing. America is resting upon
its wars in true political, moral
and spiritual values, therefore, is
drifting into socialism and all oth-
er kinds of isms except American-
ism.
This drifting will cause America
to lose all of its great powers if
its citizens don't begin paddling
their won boats and quit expecting
the American Government to car-
ry them up stream.
IN LINE OF FIRE
In this crisis, the Negro is again
the focal point, therefore, must
paddle the harder. It is toward the
Negro that the current is directed.
The enemies of America both from
within and from without are focus-
ing their fires in the Negro's di-
rection. These enemies consider
the Negro America's weakest
point, partly because of his seem-
ing lack of reactions either way
and partly because 4 the way in
which he has been treated and still
is being treated.
To offset these unfavorable sit-
uations and unnoticed att a cks
upon himself, the Negro must in-
crease his faith in America and
fight the harder for its success.
Alabama Forms
Rights Group
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (ANP) —
A Nero group here, organized af-
ter the state of Alabama took in-
junctive action against the
NAACP, was incorporated last
week under the state laws of Ala-
bama and received a charter,
The Alabama Christian Move-
ment for Human Rights became
an organization last June 5 after
this state outlawed the NAACP.
The Negro group was incorpor-
ated last Aug. 17.
The charter states that t h e
group was organized to "press for-
ward persistently for freedom and
democracy and the removal from
our society of any form of sec-
ond-class citizenship."
'




Autumn In New York: Nice
Season In
Autumn is just about the nicest
time of year in New York, not
too hot, not too cold, with the twi-
lights beginning to come early and
the lights going on in the dusk
in skyscraper buildings high and
distant and very pretty. New
shows arc opening on Broadway
and the bif electric signs flash
with the names of stars. It you
live in Harlem and take a taxi
downtown at show time through
Central Park in the early evening.
the skyline of New York is before
you and on either side as you
ride, with glowing windows and
lighted pent houses high, high up,
and flashing signs at the down-
town end of the Park. Then you
come out into the canyon of
lights that is Broadway. There is
a big city kind of beauty about
New York that few other towns
have.
If your vacation comes late this
year, and you are planning to
spend it in New York, you will find
many interesting things to do. Or
if you live in New York, pleasant
things to repeat doing, suth as
the boat ride all around the island
of Manhattan, under the Brook-
lyn Bridge and up the Harlem
River and then around the North
end of the island, past the Clois-
ters and under the long George
Washington Bridge and down the
Hudson to the Battery again, pass-
ing the docks and the great ocean
liners on the way. Or you can take
a Fifth Avenue bus for a wonder-
Rd ride up that street of hand-
some shops and fine apartments
and mansions facing Central Park
all the way to Harlem and the
Hotel Theresa, Or take the other
bus that goes up Riverside Drive
where the leaves on the trees are
turning and there's a lovely view
of the river below and Grant's
Tomb and Columbia university and
rows of tall apartment houses
A Nice City
where formerly colored people did
not live, but where some do and
some don't now — but among
those who do are Judge Rivers
and the singer, Betty Allen, and
the writer, Ralph Ellison.
In the theatre this season in New
York there is, of course, "Mr.
Wonderful" which is the top nion-
ey maker on Broadway with the
dynamic Sammy Davis as its star.
And the grinning sing,ing guitar-
playing Tiger Haynes is in -New
Faces" and Charles Blackwell is
dancing in "Fanny" along with
the white girls and boys, and re-
cently I hear tell they have added
a Negro chorus boy to "Damn
Yankees" without racial emphasis,
thus indicating that integration
proceeds apace along the Great
White Way. Off Broadway at the
Jan Hus House there is an inter-
esting revival of that interesting
Play by Louis Peterson "Take a
Giant Step" about the problems of
an adolesmnt colored boy in a
white neighborhood. It is distinct-
ly worth sechag if you missed it
when it was done a few years ago
on Broadway, and there's a stunn-
ing scene at the beginning of the
third act between the boy and
a maid played by Rosetta Lenoire,
in which Miss Lenoire almost
walks off with tale Casting honors,
although she appears nowhere else
in the show. But when she is on
the stage, the theatre 'really
lights up.
Of course, if you have a lot of
money to spend, Pius a generous
tip for the waiter, you can go to
the Waldorf-Astoria to hear liar-
ry Belafonte, or to the Persian
Room to see Eartha Kitt. But I
wouldn't advise you to try either
on a shoestring, as these down-
town rooms are not run for the
poor in pocket. If your budget is
modest and you just want to have
fun, Nipsey Russell and his sur-
rounding entertainment at the






Baby Grand in Harlem are one
the best night 'club buys in Maar.
hattan and Nipsey one of the top::
comic M. C. jokers in the countiy,
equalled only by the old master,
Willie Bryant. who has opened up
a club in the Bronx, which, I hear,
is jumping. Then there is the ever
popular Small's Paradise, having
taken a new lease on life under
the management of a newer and
younger Smalls — Tommy Smalls
— the Dr. Jive of radio and Rock
and Roll fame who is in charge
these days. amt where about tne
best combo-jazz in Harlem is to
be heard. At Swill's you can take
a table or sit at the bar — the
musicians are visible and bear-
able front anywhere — and t he
prices are most reasonable. Cele-
brities and prittty girls are al-
ways dropping in and oet. And you
had better not go ho,ne from a
vacation in New York without be-
ing able to tell folks you've been
to Small's. Like the Apollo The-
atre or tile Savoy Ballroom, in
Harlem Small's is an institution.
And speaking of the Savoy, you
had better visit it soon, because
in a little while that whole block
is being torn down to make room
for a housing project. Then Har-
lem's most famous ballroom where
the Lindy Hop originated will be
no more, at least not in that ven-
erable location where for so long
it has been an attraction for peo-
ple from all over the world who
wantgd to hear the best of our
bands and see — or participate
in — the happiest of dancing. The
Savoy is running full blast this
fall, Lenox Avenue is still Lenox
Avenue and Seventh is Seventh,
and from the Shalimar to Sugar
Hill, Harlem these autumn nights
is as invigorating as the tangy au-
tumn air. Not muggy as in August,
or freezing as in December — just
cool, man, cool! That's Harlem.
Adam Powell's switch to Presi-
dent Eisenhower did not come as
a big surprise to the Democratic
wiseacres. Back in 1952, the New
York Congressman gave the Tam-
many Hall brass a splitting head-
ache with an article friendly to
Eisenhower which was scheduled
to break in the Readers Digest
around election time.
The Democratic chieftans at the
Hall in midtown Manhattan quick-
ly got Adam to agree to explain
his position to a reporter and this
explanation was supposed to take
the edge off .the Readers Digest
article. An appointment for the in-
terview was set up and at the
appointed hour, the reporter was
on hand and on time, only to learn,
that Adam had left town. T h e
"explanation" of the Ike article
never came off.
Many regular "organization
Democrats," better known as Tam-
manyites, never forgave Adam for
flirting with the "enemy on the
eve of the battle." The charges
against Adam most often made by
the top drawer Democrats in New
York are threefold.
They argue that Adam is funda-
mentally a political opportunist
that he is a prima donna and that
he has a congenital inability to
tell the truth. There has been "bad
blood" between the Congressman
and the regular district leaders in
Harlem for a long time. Their
grievances against Powell, if laid
end to end, would probably reach
from the Abysinnia Baptist
church in Harlem to Tammany
Hall at 43rd and Madison.
For almost two decades now
Adam has been a controversial fig-
ure in Harlem. When he enter-
ed politics, he found a field that
was made to order for his special
talents. As a young minister suc-
ceeding his distinguished father in
the largest Protestant church in
the world, Powell quickly demon-
strated that he was not going to
be bound by any traditions which
did not please his fancy.
Whatever discontent his actions
provoked in his church, nothing
ever came of it. With unmatched
eloquence and suavity, the dra-
matic parson completely routed
the opposition and won the un-
flinching loyalty of his ever-grow-
ing flock. The ugly stories of Ad-
am's love life which gained cur-
rency when he divorced his first
wife and married Hazel Scott may
have shocked Harlem's upper
crust but they ware ignored by
the faithful at Abysinnia.
One of the reasons why so many
rank and file Harlemites seem will-
ing to forgive any of Adam's an-
tics lies in his reputation for mili-
tancy. Beginning with bus boy-
cotts in the thirties and all during
the period of "militant demonstra-
tions" in Harlem, the New York
Congressman won a great reputa-
tion for fearlessness and militancy.
He prized that reputation.
He is a masterful publicist and
propagandist and he employed all
his skill in strengthening this re-
putation for militancy at home and
abroad. Even the leaders in Har-
lem who are fully convinced that
Adam is a gold-plated phony have
been known to give him applause
for some show of militancy.
Many of the leaders of the N.
A. A. C. P., for instance, tho.
roughly disapprove of Powell as a
leader yet they gave him solid
support on the amendement to
the education bill calling for inte-
gration. This paradox can be found
in many other areas. Those who
don't believe him and don't trust
him somehow tolerate him because
they know he will "raise hell" on
the race issue with the slightest
provocation. The moral is that
there are a lot of Negroes who
feel more hell ought to be raised
by the top leadership of the race.
It is obvious that under these
circumstances the question of
whether or not Congressman Pow-
ell is a phony is really academic.
As long as he can be counted
upon to flay the enemy and tell
the lynchers where to go, his fol-
lowers will probably continue to
support him. They love his verbal
fireworks and rabble-rousing elo-
quence.
Now that he has switched openly
to Ike, many Democrats in Harlem
believe that they have him where
they have wanted him for a long
time, out on a limb. Although Ad-
am has been on limbs before, be
has always managed to climb back
before anyone could saw it off.






AS THE UAW FAIR PRACTICES
We In the UAW are proud that in the
past four years we have made progress in col-
lective bargaining, in the day-to-day operation
of contracts in the plants and in states and
hundreds of local communities. Practical steps
AGAINST discrimination and FOR the
establishment of fair practices on the job and
In the community have been made.
Our Union has acted to support the Su-
preme Court decisions providing for integra-
tion of the Nation's public schools.
The progress we have made in strength-
ening our contracts with employers has
meant a higher standard of living, better
health, better housing, more security, more
dignity and longer lives for our members and
the members of their families.
In cooperation with the NAACP and
other organizations, our Union has continued
the fight for the enjoyment of full civil rights'
by all Americans in all parts of our Nation.
That fight is still to be won.
The veto power of the filibuster continues
to strangle civil rights.
The Senate continues to be the graveyard
of civil rights legislation. The grave-digger
is still Rule 22.
The filibuster weakens, delays and blocks
other social, labor and economic legislation es-
sential for stable prosperity and world peace.
Together with the NAACP and other na-
tional organizations participating in the Lead-
ership Conference on Civil Rights, UAW rep-
resentatives went to both the Democratic and
Republican National Conventions to urge civil
rights platform pledges, including a pledge to
kill filibuster rule and substitute majority rule
by changing Rule 22 so as to make it possible
to limit debate.
The unbossed Democratic Convention
adopted a pledge to end filibuster rule.
The managers of the completely bossed
Republican Convention refused to adopt such
a pledge. That ref vsal makes all other Repub-
lican pledges on civil rights meaningless.
WE FIND that in Congress, as in many
State Legislatures and local governing bodies,
civil rights generally have received more sup-
port from liberal Democrats than from Re-
publicans. Specifically, we find that
ISSUES.IIN 1956
DEPARTMENT SEES THEM
A. Three times as many Democrats as
Republicans (16 and 5) voted Jan-
uary 7, 1953, to get rid of the filibust-
er by adopting a new Rule 22;
B. 41 Republicans voted with 29 Demo-
crats for the Taft motion to keep Rule
22 and thereby keep the filibuster;
C. The 1956 Repuhlican Convention, act-
ing on Eisenhower's orders to please
Southern delegates, softened its civil
rights planks and refused to adopt any
pledge to change Rule 22;
D. The 1956 Democratic Convention
gave meaning to its civil rights
pledges by pledging action January
7, 1957, to get rid of the filibuster and
establish majority rule by changing
Rule 22;
E. Stevenson spoke up before and after
the Democratic Convention in sup-
William H. Oliver
Co-Directors, UAW Fair Practices
port of civil rights, for the Supreme
Court decision ending school segre-
gation, and to urge use of the powers,
of the Presidency in support of the
Court, saying the same things in Lit-
tle Rock, Ark, that he says in the
North.
WE CONCLUDE that in 1956
a vote for Republican control of the Presi-
dency. and Congress is a vote FOR Eastland,
for continued filibuster rule and against civil
rights;
a vote for Stevenson, Kefauver and other
liberal Democrats:
* is a vote AGAINST Eastland and the (
Dixie Republican coalition;
* is a vote to get rid of the filibuster;
* is a vote for Majority Rule and for en-
















"SUPPORT THE COURT"—STEIENSON, Feb. 27, 1956
"IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE" EISENHOWER,. Sept. 5.1956
LAST FEB. 27, ADLAI STEVENSON SAID:
' "The office of the President of the United States
has great moral influence and I think the time has
come when that influence should be used by calling
together white and Negro leaders from the areas con-
cerned in the South to explore mays and means of al-
l AND AGAIN, ON SEPT. 5, when schools were open- the Department of Justice?" I "The Supreme Court of the United States has deter-
ing and efforts were being made throughout the South to f "A —1 have not discussed it because you are quoting mined unanimously that the Constitution does not per-
comply with the Supreme Court's decision callng for both an order that 1 have not read and a statement that I mit segregation in the schools. As you know, for I have
school integration. Eisenhower offered the alibi that he have not seen. made my position clear on this from the start. I believe
couldn't move until the State had failed to act. "Now. I have—we have actually sent for the District that decision to be right.1 
'der to know what it says. I don t know what itlaying these rising tensions." Ile said Texas "had moved in and order was restored. Court or "But what is most important is that we agree that, once, If President Eisenhower had acted then, he could so the question became unimportant." says And, remember, that th Supreme Court placed 'the Supreme Court has decided this constitutional ques-, the hands of the District judges the primary responsibility have nut out white supremacy fires that were being lighted At this point, the transcript of his news conference for insuring that progress in every sector was made. tion, we accept that decision as law abiding citizens.all over the South by professional race and labor baiters. draws this portrait of a President who doesn't know and "Now, just exactly what Governor Shivers said I don't "Our common goal is the urclerly accomplishment ofBUT INSTEAD, ON MAR 7, when asked what the won't lead: know This is the first I have heard of it." V- ? result decreed by the Courtrole of the Federal Government should be in enforcing 'SARAH McCLENDON .of The El Paso Times—Mr. A few minutes later, asked if he endorsed or merely "I said long ago, and I stand now squarely on thethe Supreme-Court decision, Eisenhower said: lain statement, adopted in the Democratic platform, that pPresident, in doing so, Governor Allan Shivers sent Rang- accepted the Court s decision, Eisenhower shocked civil"Well, of course)you have asked a ver great question ors to defy the court order, re..ssign out the Negro pupils,' rights supporters by saying: i we reject all proposals for the use of force to interferethat is filled with arguments on both sides. You have par-
and said in a public statement which was carried in the "I think it makes no difference whether or not I en-' courts.ticularly brought up the question of whether the Supreme
with the orderly determination of these matters by thee
I' srse it."newspapers:Court is the last word we have in the interpretation of our 1 "I have repeatedly expressed the belief. however. thatConstitution. Now this is what I say: there are adequate "'I defy the Federal Government.' He said, 'Tell the ON THE OTHER HAND, STEVENSON, against the the office of the Presidency should be used to bring to-legal means of determining all these factors. We will Federal courts if they want to come after anyone. to come advice of local politicians, chose Little Rock, Ark. together those of opposing views in this matter—to the endmake progress and I am not going to attempt to tell them after me and cite me in this matter.' speak out again. There, and before a interracial audience'of creating a climate of peaceful acceptance of this dectnow how it is going to be done." i "I v,onder if you have discussed this with anyone in on Sept. 25, he said: Ision."
A VOTE FOR REPUBLICAN CONTROL IS A VOTE FOR FILIBUSTER
Democratic 1956 Convention
Pledged Fight 10 Break
Filibusterers' Itule
Senator Paul Douglas (D., Ill.) and other liberal Democrats are going to
tarry out the pledge made by the unbossed 1956 Democratic Convention to
intablish the majority rule at the opening of the 85th Congress January 7.
1957. by changing Rule 22 so as to break the power of the filibuster.
Here is the text of that pledge:
"In order that the will of the American people may he expressed upon
all legislative proposals, we urge that action be taken at the beginning of the
85th Congress to improve congressional procedures so that majority rule
prevails and decisions can be made atfer reasonsble debate without being
blocked by a minority In either House."
RULE 22/S A REPUBLICAN RULE
Senator Eastland and other Dixiecrats can use the fili-
buster to talk Civil Rights legislation to death only because
northern Republicans continually vote for Senate Rule 22.
If the 41 Republicans who voted FOR Filibuster Rule 22
on January 7, 1953, had voted with liberal Democrats
AGAINST it, Congress could have passed legislation
AGAINST poll taxes, against interference with the right to
vote, FOR fair employment practices, and a federal anti-
lynching statute as well.
Here are the Republicans who joined with Senator East-
land and other southern Democrats to keep the filibuster and
kill ('ivil Rights.
Aiken Case (S.D.) Knowland Saltonstall
Barrett Cooper Langer Smith, Maine
Beall Cordon Malone Smith, N.J.
Bennett Dirksen 'Martin Taft
Bricker Dworshak MeCarth, Thye
Bridges Ferguson Millikin Watkins
Bush Flanders Mundt NVelleer
Butler, Md. Goldwater Payne ‘Viley
Butler, Nebr. Ilickenlooper Potter Williams
Capehart Jenner Purtell Young
Carlson
riepublican 1954; t'on "elation
REFUSED to Pledge Fight
to Break Filibuster Rule.
Senator Prescott Bush (R., Conn.), Chairman of the Republican Platform
Committee, told civil rights supporters point-blark that Rule 22 is the busi-
ness of members of the Senate, not the business of the American people.
No pledge to establish majority rule was even recommended to the com-
pletely bossed 1956 Republican Convention that catered to Eisenhower
Southern Democrats. Refusal to make this pledge made Repiplican 1956
civil rights pledges meaningless.
If Republican Senators support majority rule, they will do so as indi-
viduals, AGAINST the position taken by Republican Senate Leaders Taft and
Knowland that the Senate is "eternal" and can change its rules only by un.
animous consent.
IMPORTANT: Now, before Election Day, urge your Senators and the candidates of both parties for the Senate to pledge themselves to vote at the start of the 85th Congress next January for a new Rule 22providing that a majority of the Senators present and voting can break a filibuster by moving to limit debate and proceed to a vote on any motion or bill, including civil rights bills now trapped and
strangled in the dead end of Filibuster Alley. This is the main event in the civil rights fight of the next two years; it will be won or lost in the first days of the new Congress.
We Support STEVENSONIEKEFAUVER
Because They Support CIVIL RIGHTS!
PUBLISHED BY, UAW FAIR PRACTICES AND A TI-Dis'41NATION DEPARTMEtit
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IT'S NO TRICK To TREAT YOURSELF TO SAVINGS
7A flfl50.00 EWEEKACH 
Each week, starting the week ending October 27 and running through November 17, we will award a $500 United States Govern-
ment Savings Bond to a lucky National Food Store shopper. In addition to this we will award each week to 10 Lucky Customers a
$25 food certificate. Enter as often as you like! Each week starts a new contest! Watch the National Food Stores ad for win-
ners' names each week. Entry blanks available at all National Food Stores. No purchase necessary to enter contest. This week's
contest ends at close of business October 27.
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A Dream Comes True For Three Teachers
!,:•• fill 
.




GYMNASTICS contribute to the health and recreatio
nal activities (photo above) which are an integral
part of Howalton's program. (Below r,)'-,,trated
work on a single medium fl,
on the upper levels:
HOWALTON DAY SCHOOL in Chicago is the "dream
come true" for three civic minded public school teachers
who sought to do something other than worry about the
excessive demands upon public and parochial schools
brought on by the increased birth rate of the war years.
In 1946 they organized a summer vacation school offering
remedial work and recreational activities for a limited
number of children. In 1947 a Board of Directors was
formed and a State Charter was obtained. The Howalton
Day school opened its doors as a Primary school. In 1949
the school was visited by representatives of the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction and a Certificate of
Full Recognition was issued. In less than a decade the
Howelton Day school has expanded services, increased en-
rollment, and is now a well organized educational unit
covering the span of the elementary school years. Its
founders are Mrs. June Howe Currin, Mrs. Doris Allen An-
derson, and Mrs. Charlotte B. Stratton. Its philosophy in-
cludes the firm belief that the interests, abilities, and
potentialities of children are the determining factors in
planning and executing a sound program of learning acti-
vities—that a good school provides a frame work in which
children may operate democratically on their own levels
of performance.
THE STORY is told here in pictures.






WELL BALANCED lunches (photo above)
are attractively prepared and served by
trained ili,:tiUans.
4
CLASSROOM LIBRARIES (top photo) provide typo (Bottom photo): in the beginning stages reading actirtunities for a wide range of independent reading. vities are based primarily upon actual experiences.
so they sayRoy Digs' Ink Spots; Tears Erase 'Em— Combination OfBy AL MONROE
Missed And
CHICAGO'S ALONZO Greer, and circuit has RAISED SALARY of •
Los Angeles' Dr. and Mrs. Er- his vocaost sister, ten times since
nest Mitchell and Helen 0. Benton 'she's been with band.— DUKE
were dinner guests of the Edward ELLINGTON'S current engage-
Brenta in Pasadena, Calif., last ment at New York's Apollo was 
Sunday in the latter's swank home preceded by greatest publicity
ED BARON, the trombone sensa- buildup the house has ever put on e e d , He Says
lion back in New York after va- for an artist.
cationing on West Coast and play-
ing sensationally as usual.
WHEN BILLIE HOLIDAY ap-
peared on TV recently station was
studded with calls requesting a re-
peat for the famous singer—INCI-
DENTALLY BILLIE appears on
"Bandstand" next Monday night.
— LOUIS JORDAN'S appearance
here at Crown _Propeller next
Monday and Tuesday is in fulfill-
ment of promise made manage-
ment of club months ago. WHEN-
EVER I HAVE chance I'll play
your club," Louis promised spot's
owner who was a guest at a Jor-
dan performance at Trianon. —
CLYDE McPHATTER whose re-
cording of "Treasure Of Love"
has passed million in sales mark
is ONE OF THE many names
slated for southside night clubs
this season.
• • •
AND SO BILLY ECKSTINE says
he's perfectly willing to support
and assume custody of his two
youngsters by Carolle Drake de-
spite what she says.— LOOKS AS
IF the apple that isn't in silly's
eye is Caroile whom he apparent-
ly dues not want to support or
have custody of. THE GOODIFEE-
LOWS Benevolent Club of Illinois
Central dining sers ice plans a
cabaret dance Saturday. Oct. 27 at
Parkway ballroom that figures to
he the lick.—('OMPLETF. FLOOR-
SHOW staged by DeLisa's Sammy
Dyer will be part of the evenings
entertainment.
INSIDERS INSIST that Sammy
Davis, Jr., is Eartha Kitt' s real
heartbeat but explain the two will
never make it because of clash in
personalities.— THE SAME know
ails proiess to know the same con-
dition existed in the short (before
their marriages) romance between
Lena Horne and ex-champion Joe
Louis. — BUDDY JOHNSON the
orkster and king of onenighter
• • •
IF YOU ARE wondering about'
('arolle biake's (Mrs. Ecl.stine)'
claim to lame ask ans boxing fan!
who visited the training camp
when Joe Louis was champion.—
CAROLI.L. A frequent s,sitor at
camp was the object of more wolf
whistles than any of the many fine :
ones frequenting the place includ-
ing the top ino•,ie stars—YES SHE
LOOKS like that.— IN HARLEM
and along Broadway bookies are
laying odds and taking 'em i; to
5 (either way) that wedding bells
will not ring for Cordie King and
sanums Davis, W. — A s H!
THEY don't profess to have infor-
mation they just allow you to het
eiiher way. INSIDERS ARE say-
ing that in the EVENT THE BEI.-
AFONTEs cannot make further go
of their married life there will
NEVER BE ANOTHER Mrs.
"Harry." They say the young Bel-
afonte'a have the only other ave-
nues to the singer's heart.
. • •
LOUIS ARMSTRONG', current,
engagement at Hollywood night
, spot is breaking all many ot iec-
ords including total take arid
"take home pay" for the star —
PRETTY LOW of pre-program
charges (by Sepians) that ssager-
ing is safe that Nat King Cole's!
Ts show will offer no Neer,/ guest
stars. — REMEMBER HOW the
Sepia critics attacked (verbally
that is) Bdly Daniels when "Old
Black Magic" was starred on
ABC-TV fs..w seasons back.—TIM-
MY ROGERS WHOSE on man
show is laying 'em in aisles on
West Coast plans an eastern tour
with the "production."— LARRY
STEELE, as result of success his
-Smart Affairs enjoyed at Las
N'egas Dunes hotel, has been giv-
en contract for annual post-At-





BROOKLYN — (ANP) — The
University, in stunning dramatic
characterisations; and the Edna
Gay Chorus.
Brooklyn Mu-To-Or (Musicians, 
Teachers, Organiste) Branch of —
onnernerefsfusicians, celebrated its 25th an-
niversary last week at the Hotel 0rk Back ISt George, in the form of a ban-
quet attended by some 200 guests.
Musically, the highlights of the
evening were the singing of the
Amonasesi-Aida duet from Verdi's
famous grand opera, by Amanda
Kemp, soprano, and Fred Thomas,
baritone, the first Negro to win
the Metropolitan Auditions of the
Air, and now with the New York
City Opera •Company: the violon-
cello contributions of Lois Sween-
ey. with Warren Sweeney, accom-
panist in both instances: lrah
Brereton, pianist, NANA! inc 1956
Eastern Regional Scholarship run-
ner-up; Mary Harden, Negro
faculty member of Long Island
Detroit Cafe
DETROIT -a- Fulfilling h i s
promise to appear again at Bak-
er's Keyboard Lounge Eddie Bon-
nemere, noted Jazz Pianist, and
his Trio, will be on through No-
vember 3.
Lact heard there in May. his
popularity, both at the Lounge and
on TV, called for the return en-
gagement.
From Noveniher 5 through
Bonnemere will he at the Pen-
guin Room in Pittsburgh, return-
ing to New York's Ember. No-
vember 19 through December I.
hs ROB ROY
The lok Spots. for years the na-
tion's favcrite singing four. have
grown numerically, unit wise, but
that bell ringing potency that once
was has dimmed.
There v, ill always be an Ink
Spots, in memory. And there is
reason to suggcst the story should
end here. When oldtimers in base-
ball ask where is Babe Ruth, cur-
sent crop will presciit Mickey
Nlantle Bed Crange is 1;one, so
is Big Jim Thorpe but there are
others pi-Aided with helmet and
footballs and the alistar perform-
ances contiatie Nor is Mantle de-
prived of a bat sami NV00(1 that
Ruth propelled for distance clouts.
In case of the Ink Spots the
story diifereat. Gone are Bill
henn‘. nis ring; his tenor voice
and the blsso of 'Poppy" Jones
as a combination that made the
singing group masters of their
hat remains of this once great
combination is scattered to the
winds and moving solo wise in an
effort to keep alive the name that
was once magic.ghere are a trio
of "Spots" now, One each direct-
ed and starred in by Bill Kenny,
Deck Watson and Charles Fu-
quay, respectively, Nut one of
hem can match in individual
brilliance what the trio offered as
part of a combination that in-
cluded them.
In solo efforts to satisfy the
appetite olsftiMers still have for
the past performances of the ori-
ginal Ink Spots the present sing-
ers reach back for the old numb-
ers like -If I Didn't Care." The
!effort is there. The perfection
'isn't. It is a game attempt to do
!the best one can with what one
has. The best either of the several.
groups. Kenny's Ink Spots, Deek
Watson's Ink Spots and Charles
Fuquay's "New Ink Spots" hardly
compares with performances of
the origir.al.
The current groups of Ink Spots
are tuneful, have the know how
and combine several capable art-
ists in their quartets. Kenny's
"Spots" still present the singing
voice- of Bill: Deek Watson's
soloing in "Don't Get Around" is
same as when he performed it
with origInal group and Fuquay
is the same artist who made up
one fourth of the original.
However lacking is the smooth-
ness of perfection that maintained
in the original. Rock 'N Roll
wasn't born in the days of the
original Ink Spots and as a re-
sult there can he no comparison
made of efforts of the groups with
this style.
Perhaps this explains the suc-
cess the Dcek Watson group has
with such aumbesr as Hound Dog
in which they (see!. There can be
no comparison with the groups
sedition of Rock 'N Roll numlaers
in its prtscntation as a 'first tim-
er, since this story deais with Ink
Spots past and present.
l'here have been other great
quartets to pa's from the scene
when Father Time sct in. Not so
with the Irk Spots who are still
in their prime. What happened?
They decided to split and in doing
so cut shart the reign of a kingly
• Stars Join Models; It's
$1 Per Step, Men Learn
•
NEW YORK — Guy who wrote one use to attract the males to
there'is nothing new under the the dance floor than such "meaty" 
sunwasn't speaking of New York ones as Tallulah. Eaye. Marlene
or the political season it would and the cuties of Harlem and
seem. Park avenue?
Friday night a galaxy of tore The guys from Harlem a n d
1stars and models gathering at 1710 Broadway were all there and par -
Broadway of first in a series of ticipating. Only things they missed
"Stevenson Open House Parties."
Among the hostesses were Faye
Emerson, Marlene Dietrich and
Tallulah Bankhead. The models relegated to Tallulah and
were* the top dress paraders and
fashioners in Harlem and- along
Park avenue.
There was a catch to the party
for men that is — that was
financially lasing. Arles putting
S5 on the line for admission there
was the little matter of dancing
with the stars and models: 'This
could be accomplished by laying
Si on, the line- for each dance.
NeedleSs to say there were quite
a few 'dollars in the till when the
dance was over. Surprised'? Cer•




Joe .1.amis, former wold's heavy-
weight boxing ckanipion, will be
interviewed ,on RED BARBER'S
CORNER Friday. ,Oct 26 (NBC-
TV. -Vgleff ; P.m.) or immediately
folloaSng fight telecast. Louis will
give his view: on next month's
heavyweight title fight between
Archie Moore and Floyd Patterson.
were aiding Emerson in her mis-
tress of ceremonies role and the
ribbon cutting chores that were
M ar-
HERE Is Deck Watson. 2nd from
sit, and his Ink Spots currently
on tour of the nation. fleck's sub-
stitute for "Kenny" is Lorenzo
Conyers svho boaats an acceptable
falsetto tenor voice,
crew that shonld only be minus
: the late "Poppy" Jones.
There is territory enough to
field a tro of Ink Spots. And there
is always A chance that talented
,groups such as the trio of current
"Spots" esti hit upon right trail
op the Weer, with the new trends
in Singing. But comparisons are
odorous and that is the position the
-newly 'armed Ink Spots- put
themselves in when they attempt
to sec:Ware fame individually





, NEW YORK — (ANP) — Willis
lens. Richardson. of Washington, D. E.,
But who cared? The guys who the firs. American Negro to ever
toted the financial freight Friday have a serious play produced on
night came to see and dance. Most 13 ro a d w a y. ("The Chip
of them danced at Si per step,woman'S Fortune," presented in , ANP Folk are talking about:and all of them saw at $5 a look.11923), is the author of a collection How Lorraine Gillespie (Dizzy'sYes there was something new un-
iand Other Plays for Children," 
10j six plays "The King's Dilemma!wife) has joined Catherine Basicder the sun Friday night. Some-
as one of the few and leader'sthing at from S5 to S15.00 per per- published recently by Expositionissives who are busy in the rissoleson pending on how many times Press of New York. al management field. She's sign-a fellow chose to trek around the l'he author, a student 01 poetry ed Austin Cromer, wro croonsballroom, and drama when he was young- .vith Dizzy's ark, to a personal
stc.r, began his writing career in maaagement contract and , is ar
, time has been published in!
: ranging night club aim recording 
deals for him.
1920. and his work since that
• • •
' anthologies and magazines.
Dorothy Dandridge's breathless
excitement over her part in ''Is-
land In the Sun" in which she
co-stars with Harry Belafonte and
James Mason . . .
BILL KIANY, seated, is
shown aith his wing of -Ink
Spots'' that doesn't income
Deck W'atson. Bill, of course,
is star of this one.
• - Ns sty'
HERE Is the Ot iginal Ink
Spots group that lilt (tided bed'
Kenny and Watson that set the
•
world on toe lor nal ewe-
4111s.
Call Chicago Hotbed Of Saxophoni
Talent; Ammons, Griffin Top Usti
Talent agents. the nation over,
are referring to Chicago as "Sax
town" and with a good reason. The
Windy City has fielded the tops
in saxational sidemen.
Several seasons ago Fess Wit-
hams who was first bandleader
in the Regal's 25 year history dis-.
covered Sax Brown, a mean artist
on the instrument, to add to his
Harlem organized band and Brown
became the aggregation's star. I
Some years later another tour-
ing band came across Gene Am-
nions and the world knows well
the later accomplishments of
Gene Ile has been known as one
of the better sax players and fre-
quently mention as a rival to El-
lington's Johnny Hodges and Harry
Carney and the Great Arnett Cobb.
And' what about Illinois lac-
quer' CallInrnia and Texas may
with to claim Jacquet but fact
remains he still refers to Chicago
as -home."
One of the better sax aces is
little Johnny Griffin, who like
Lionel Hampton is a product of
Chicago high school music sourc-
es, Johnny was a member of the
DuSable band when Lionel Hamp-
ton heard him, signed the youth
to a contract and featured his
talents with the Hampton band.
In the same high school band was
another "hopeful." Tom Archa
who was to go on to greater
heights. Archa soon became a
favorite with the "hugs" and a
much bid after gentleman. The
bidders of course, were talent
;agents contract hunting.
! There have been greats of many
!instruments to get their start in
Chicago but the Windy City boasts
most of its sax aces. Certainly
Lionel Hampton rates with the
tops on vibes, drums and piano:
Earl Hines who although born In
Pittsburgh got his big push in
Chicago as pianist and Red Saun-
ders, ace of drummers, to name a
few. And of course there is Babe
Eckstine, who although considered
a top vocalist also rates on horn
including the sax.
Yes, just as Ness' Orleans is con-
sidered the original bed for jazz,
especially the trumpet as played
by Kid Ory, Louis Armstrong and
the late Joe Oliver, Chicago is
rated for its sax contributions to
musicdom,
1 Proof of this is the numerous
; greats of the horn who have gone
on to better things and national
ratings. So mach so that. Broadway
agents keep a constant watch over
Chicago's amateur musical circles
tot possible Griffins, Archaias,
Jacquets, Amnionses and Browns.
And •what this group has meant
along sax row is a tuneful story,
Evidence of the power of the sax
bolter as Chicago is concerned
may be found on 'publicity sheets
for local dances, and concerts as
well as along tavern row. The
sheets that beckon patrons to the
concerts and taverns usually feat-
ure a local find. Invariably this
"find" is a aax star. Such artists
of the sax as Johnny Griffin, Gene
Ammons, Sonny 'Stitt and other:
locaf products will he found listed
in the feature spots.
There are of course a number
lof artists of other instruments.
! King Cole is one, who have gone
'on to greater things. But inspec-;
lion of the records will show most
of the Chicago "names" that
have gone on to greater things.,









NEW Yogi( — National famous
composer. Maccu Pinkard, writer
of all time bits.' like "Sweet
Georgia Brown." "Them Thar
Eyes " "Gimme A Little Kiss,
,Will Ya Hugh," "Here Comes The
:Showboat," "Sugar" and count-
less others, is recovering at New
York's Roosevelt Hospital.
Pankard's entire left side is
paralyzed and he's at present
speechless.
Dinah Shore, Milton Berle. Bing
Crosby. Perry Como, Frank
By L. MASCO YOUNG
• •
How Lionel Hampton continues
to make countless successful voy-
ages abroad with his famous or-
chestra. and all without official',
hacking of the State Department —',
and the Hemp still enjoys distinc-!
t ion of being one of America's best 1
ambassadors abroad. He's in Eng-
land now for a combination work-
vacation stint . . .
• •
GENE AMMONS LITTLE JOHNNY GRIFFIN
aod
Ist4r t
z I GY JOHNSON
DET,{(), _ I,owler.t4
back at the Gotham after a two
weeks s acation. She took it late
because she could easily work in
1  h-, the sumw her eca'1 st oI the n eag
borhood she's from—Greenvilie,
Miss.
BO DIDDLEV, his combo and
his guitai (the man who rocked
the Ed Sullivan show). sings
"I'm a MJn." Diddley still he
one ot the many artists featur-
ed on Frank Brown s coming
show (the GREATEST ) comme
to the Graystone Ballroom. 11011-
day, Ott 23. Headlining this
giant show will be Count Basic.




PHILADELPHIA — Nat King
tole who begins his TV show over
INBC Nov. 5 will close here fess
days before in time to make New
York for' the nebut.
Nat is currently appearing at
the Latin Casino v•nere nightly'
jams greet him. The engagement
began late Thursday and was for
1 18 days. Management sought s
holdover via option hut that was






Photographer of 1957" trophy Shows of
ter winning the crown and the hon.' 1956
g. 1 tour with ' Birdlaed.• * •
or in competition against 74 oth- Also starred in this show will 
stress:
which hits Chicago Nev 24.  ,
Butterheans .and galasago7
Sinatra. Louis Armstrong and the The way bosomy Dinah Wash 
radio networks have been comedy team and Dizzyinkton's been admiring and pricing . R011ark; er finalists in New York City. be Clyde MePhatter. Frankiecontactinft ASCAP and Mimeo's , the "Preacher of the B 4, 'wedding rings lately.  Lvmon and The Tegriagers. Thewife, Edna about the songwriter's ' * * • 
Clovers, Shirley & Lee, Chuck -5, ..• '
!condition. How that much-publicized band- From 1929 to
-
 1935 about 209, Berry. Ella Jahnson. Shirley Gun- I Auto manufacturersleader who publicly swore off 00G miles of rural highways in the ter, The Hairs and Buddy John- cotton 
alld
each year than die'7ardiovascular system diseases whiskey has picked up a habit U. S. were treated by some form son and England's top popular ers of carpets, rugsi took toll of 810,00 in 11)&5, i that's much worse. of surfacing. I band, Vic Lewis. ,combined.
M1=Md.
Robinson sensling messages here
that I emil print but one thing
for sure and that is, I have the
uord fro,a Rowe that he is.
Wilbalit a aotilit. the greatest when
comes la making deadline.
Anythins sacs.
Dave stark. the record' dram-
iner rites toi the A. G.- Gaston
stationery: • .I..ck its tough out
here I Ile ineJnS, down here) but
Flo selling records. '
SEEING Mese Gibson and some
of his miginal Red Cross sort of
.brings back sonic of the good old
day-* uita Jeter Pillars. 'Tony
and Jim Scarpelli and Emu: Whit-
side oho were the cogs in the big
wheel operations of the fabulous
Club Plantation in St. Louisa.
1‘110 was it who saici. " an
lead a hosse to a trough:
doesn't have to drink?'' ges„.
ougarlist Boh salute enjoyaiirthn
ot Roy Milton . tt•
t.:.ittn;.; stronger ht
;it the Wal-Ha. Strongtir. ' 'ng
her tans. -
Pretty little Betty ?Was a
now a school maim, and rm
suce that makes somebods hap.
IltY• 1s Joe Louis woulil say.




A new booking aeetter- fortalent has been set op ileee-401
Vest Randolph with lierflaun-
ders. the ork leader and Once
direefor Jimmy Payne as ,ciwee.
tors. s
According to Saunders, ther_. In-
ternational Artists. Inc. ,,Oron--
cerned with the uncoverinEttliew
and briIliart talent whiebefosereto•
fore, never received a "breale7 in
th”atrieal business.
Eartha Kitt's chain of good for'
tune which finds the talented sing-
er actress-dancer scheduled to go Attei a successful stmimer sea-
to England to make "The Hawk," 
ROSALIE ALEXANDER, 22-scar. son of in person thcssre and out-
co-starring Metro- 
politan Life Insurance company, 
1 dBoiloir islhaoicays. and television shows.
Sidney Poitier. And, meanwhile, and his Comets and
Joann Hernandez and
old typist employed bv th
clutches (he "Mies Negro •Press1The Plat;crs have .stsned up toback in the states.
AireatlY signtrt with Mieveintion.
al are: the Antoci Trio. Vi Kesop.
currently appearing at the leer
J o Ilenclerson.•seng..
it
la Henry, Miss Delcia Torrence
, and Henry Gilkey. jr.. last Sun-
day, The Rev. Lloyd Smith preach-
ed the sermon. Visitors were from
! Harris Chapel.
I Mr. and Mrs. B. Hill of Ft. Smith
I were business visitors in Danville,
Rev. P. H. Russell, pastor, mist-1 last Thursday.
ress of ceremonies, Mrs. Velma
Dantzler. Opening song was by the
Senior Choir. The Lord's prayer
chanted. Others participating in
the program were: Lillie Hadley,
Miss Ella Nora Lamber. M r s.
Vernell Wilson. Mrs. Mary Alice
Daly, and Mrs. Sameller Lambert.
Speakers on the program were
Miss ...Sally Campbell, Raymond
Calm: 1.%1 iss Bessie Lambert and
the - selection, Mrs. Rosa Jones.
Assisting in the offering were Mrs.
)4tli4e M. Burnett and Mrs. Juani-
ta Davis. The program was large-
ly stended both by residents of ;
Use city and out-of-town guests.
:.Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jamison of
Rock Island, Ill., was the recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tillis Jam-
ison of this city. They reported an
.s^inyable visit.
Hattie Jean Childs is in
'le Rock, Ark, taking a course:
.„ aractical nursing at the school.
Pearlie Meeks former resi-
. I:11 _of Warren has lived in Cali-
, rnra for quite a few years, pass-
Cal 'recently. His funeral was held
4 the New AME Zion church last
Sunday.
Csibbie Meeks, Rev. N. L. Meeks
and a grandson, accompanied thei
body here. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur '
prim of Malvern, Ark., spent last
$utiday in our city visiting a dear
friend, James R. Johnson.
Louise Harding who has
resided in Los Angeles for the past
three years has returned home to
stay.
. Mrs-Veda Morrow Miller and
husband, formerly of Warren are
spending some time in the home of
Allow Builders
More Profit
sisaft GTON — T h e govern-
1401's ve to clean out the na-
6004 1401., and build anew in old-
criallara _areas will be given a
it by r"4w Federal Housing Ad-
Aiiilaalration regulations publish-
ed last week. FHA Commissioner
Drorman P. Mason declared.
The new rules, he said, carry
Out the will of Congress as ex-
pressed by the Housing Act of
19 by making possible increas-
ed "profit and risk" allowances
for the builders of urban renewal
housing projects financed by pri-
vately advanced, federally insur-
ed mortgage loans.
. At the same time, Comissioner
Mason said, the rules give assur,
ranee of adequate equity invest-
indiit by sponsor of the projects.
A permanent cash investment
amounting to at least three per-
cent,,Of the actual cost will hence-
forth be required of sponsors of
an urban renewal project financ-
ed under the terms of Section 220
of the National Housing Act.
This provision, coupled with re;
quirements for cost certification
and the use of independent cost
accountants, will serve to assure
the integrity of Section 220 opera-
tions.
Section 220 is described as the
heart of the Eisenhower Admin-
istration's broad scale approach
to urban renewal which brings
thi. resources of private invest-
ment to the fore as previously un-
tapped arsenal in the war to wipe
out slums and blight.
Mason pledged the FHA to see
to :t that this free enterprise ap-
proach to urban renewal would
be supervised to avoid the pos-
sibility of questionable practices.
"This approach," Mason said.
'Is one of the brightest hopes held
forth to the nation's communities
striving to blot out the evils of




• By MATTIE M. BURNETT
A evening of religious music was
presented at Bethel AME church
on October 7, sponsored by t h e
Bethel Beacon club.
Eddie Colen, president,
Miss Mary Nell Morris of Rus-
sellville and Miss Willie M. Bag-
by of Dardanelle was the Thurs-
day guests of Miss Bettye Bilkey.
Those that visited the home of
Mrs. S. E. Moore last Friday were
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bagby. Roberti
Wilson, Mrs. Lucille Cleveland..
Miss Willie M. Bagby. Eddy Lyn I
Bagby. Billy. Yvonne, Chubby, Ma-'
riana, James and Otis Woods all of
Dardanelle.
Miss Hattie Henry and Mrs. Inez
Harris visited in Dardanelle last
Saturday.
The Rev. Lloyd Smith, a student
of Philander Smith college in Lit-
Ale Rock. held services at t h e
Trinity Methodist church last Sun-
day. He was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. T. V. Henry.
The WSCS met at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Fountain last'
Sunday night, Mrs. Florence Foun-
tain is the president.
Esau Williams of Ft. Smith at-




By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Mrs. Ella Canady, 84. passed last
Thursday at her home. The last
rites were held the following Sun-
day at her home. The services
were conducted by Batesville Fu-
neral home with the Rev. J. W.,
Daniel and Rev. R. C. Serbrener,
officiating.•' u e cago
•
where he will join his wife, Mrs.
Out of town relatives who at- Kate J. Middleton.
tended the funeral were: Richard. Bethel AME church is nearing
Sales and son, Rickey, aleack, the close of another conferenceMrs. Miller's niece and husband. Brown, R. V. Brown, Mr. and Mrs.' year. The loyal members andMr. and Mrs. Marshall Campbell W'ill Martin, Harmon West, Hay- pastor have enjoyed a very suc-and other relatives. den Watkins. Henry Watkins. Mrs. cessful year under the n e wMrs. Patsy Ingram of Derinott. Norina Patten. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis changes that were instituted inArk., was a recent visitor in our Canady and family, Mrs. Verna the general conference in Miami,city, she was a former resident Mae Robinson and many others. Fla.. in May. We are looking forhere, Mrs. Ardelia Taylor of D e s even greater things for the newRev. W. L. Strickland was host Moines. Iowa is here visiting her , conference year. The Rev. H. A.pastor of the services conducted aunt. Mr. and Mrs. James Thomas. Shelton is the pastor and Dr. \V.at the Union Hill Baptist church James Johnson and family of H. Hunter is the presiding elder.last week. Rev. J. E. Milton was Des Moines. Iowa is here visiting The pastor, Rev. Shelton wishesthe guest. relatives and friends, to express his appreciation to allThe Union Hill Baptist church
Mrs. Ruth Kitchen, grandmother the members and friends for allmembers are building a new par-
of Mrs. Ida Burts died in St. Louis, that has been accomplished.sonage for their worthy pastor,
last Wednesday.. Mrs. Kitchen left
Rev._ W. L. Strickland.
I last Thursday to attend her grand;
Mrs. . Mary Nealy is home after mother's funeral in St. Louis, Mo.
being confined to Bradley County, .
Mrs. Nan Watkins of La CrossMemorial hospital for a week. I ,
Orlidy Brox left for Oakland, , passed last Sunday in Newport,
Calif., last Monday night to join Ark., at the home of her son, Mr.
his family, who are residing there. and Mrs. L. Brown. The last rites
Sherman Jones and his niece, VI ere held at AME Methodist
church last Tuesday. with Rev.bliss Carolyn Rose Cole was a re-
nt visitor in Eldorado. Ark. i Mrs. Evylin Sloan, officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Juniel of Las Mrs. Lurce Williams is ill at Al-
Vegas, Nev.. spent some time len hospital.
here in the city visiting. Mrs. Jim- Norbel Smiley is in the Universi-
iers parents. Mr. and Mrs. Her- ty Hospital in Little Rock, Ark.
bert Clark and her aunt and uncle. Tommy Locke has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Hurly Burnett left home from Des Moines, hiwa he
for St. Louis. Mo.. last Tuesday spent the summer with his father,
where Mr. Juniel will visit his Fredic Locke,
mother. and other relatives before ,
, Mrs. Mary Jones of Yuma. Ari-
leaving for Detroit.. Itich. where' ona is here visiting her sister and
theY will reside. They tt ere ac-
brother-in-law. Rev. and Mrs. R.companied by their two children. . , .
C. Scribner and friends.
Linda and Mary.
Rules, Boost Slum Drive
CLARK COLLEGE OM-
CLRS-1fere are the 12 stu-
dents who were elected to
serve as officers this year at
Atlanta's Clark College 1st
row (left to right) Freshmen:
Jesse McDade, Jr.. Knoss We,
Tenn., president DeWitt S.
Dykes, it.. also of Knoxville,
vice-president; Doris Thomas,
Atlanta, Ga., secretary, 2nd
row (lett to eight) Sophomores:
Robert Felder, Houston, Texas,
president; Annette Jones, Grit-
fin, Ga., se.:retary; Edward
Ross, Birmingham, Ala., vice-
pres.; (3d row (left to right)
Juniors: Judge Cleveland, El-
berton, Ga.. president; Edward
Cody, Chattanooga, Tenn., see-
retai y; Edgar Bolds, Charles-
ton, S. C., vice-president. 4th
row (left to right) Seniors:
Lloyd Terry, Atlanta, Ga.,
y i c e•president; Clementine
Burney. Atianta, Ga.. secre-




By B. H. VARNADO
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Franklin
and mother of East Chicago. Ind.,
are here visiting relatives and
friends.
The State S.S. and B.T.U. Con-
gress was held in Indianola, re-
cently. Rev. J. W. Gayden, presi-
dent. Those attending the congress ,
from Canton were: Rev. S. W.
Winston. Rev. S. M. Johnson. Rev.'
N. B. Jackson, Rev, P. F. Park-
er, Rev. A. P. Owens, Rev, Percy
Gordon. Rev. L. R. Perry. Rev.
S. P. Johnson, Rev. W'm. Slaugh-
ter, Mrs. R. V. Prichard, Rev. C.
S. Anthony, Asa Slaughter, and'
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Varnado.
The last rites of the late J. B.1
Byrd were held at the Mt. Zion!
Baptist church last Thursday. He
wasSupt.of theS. S and mem-
ber of the Trustee Board. Ile was
buried with Masonic honors.
The last rites were said on Oc-
tober 14, for the late William lien- i
derson at Mt. Hope Baptist church.
He passed away in East Chicago,'
Remember the anniversary of Mrs. Eniou Lee has returned
P. H. Rim. to her home in Des ,Moines, Iowa,our pastor. the Rev
sell of Bethel AME church. The after spending some time with her
date will be announced later. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Har-
Mrs'. Rubie Clark is on the sick Per and relatives.
HSI .she is the sister of your col-1 Mr. and Mrs. Jack Strome and l:
uninist. children and Mrs. Wise all of Chi-1
• •qvs. Statile M Burnett, cago. returned to their home last '
alOtig with friends wish her a Thursday morning.
speedy recovery. Mrs. Virginia Waston left last
5 Saturday for her home in S a n
DANVILLE Francisco. She was accompanied
By HENLEY R. TORRENCE In Little Rock by Mr. and Mrs
James a student at the I Whit Wilson.
Arkansas State college at Pine Mr. and Mrs Norbile Smiley re.,
II 1 u If. spent a recent weekend turned last Sunday from Little'
here with his parents, Mr. and Rock. Where Smiley had a cheek-
Mrs. Henry Gilkey. up at Medical Center. They were',
"['he Rev. Lloyd Smith of Little accompanied by Mr. and Mrs_
Rock. Ark., held services at the Leonard Willis
Trinity Methodist church last Sun- Mrs. Edna Burroughs of Little
dep. Rock is reported seriously ill. She
; The 111,Y.I. installed Miss Sid- is the sister of Norbrel Smitly.
CAMDEN
By KERMETT F. NUNN
Major Frank U. Middleton, who
is currently on leave was t h e
guest of his mother-inlaw, Mrs.'
Anna Hill and sister-in-law, Mrs.
Alberta Ferrell over the weekend.
The major is enro t to Chi
Ind., and was brought here for





Mr. Will Byrd recently returned
from Detroit. and Chicago where
he visited relatives and friends.
A-3C Zeno Weems who is sta-
tioned at Ft. Warren Wyoming is
spending a few days with his pa-
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Ezekial
Weems. When he reports back to
the camp he is billed out for
Japan.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Ashley, Mrs.
Alice Simmons and !qrs. Annie
Mae McGee all of Biloxi, Miss.,
spent last weekend in the home
of Mrs. Emma Lee Childs.
Pvt. Herman DeJournett who Is
stationed in Baumholder. Germany
is home visiting his mother. Mrs.
Linnie Mae Herman was called to
the bedside of his father, Huey,
but was unable to get here. He will
return to Germany after Nov. 3.
Mrs. Annie McGilberry w a s
calledo DeRidder, La., to the
bedside of her granddaughter. Mrs.
Mary Ella Baggett, who suffered
some broken ribs from a car
wreck.
A ten (10) night successful re-
vival closed at The St. IiIatthews
Baptist church last week with the
Rev. Burns of Bogalusa being the
speaker.
Calvin Dees celebrated his six-
teenth (16) birthday last week with
a party given for him by his
mother. Mrs. Katie Mae. Among
those present' to enjoy the party
were. Gene and Bill Knights,
Charles Ray Paige. Milton Acker,1
;Anner M. Mannings, Gloria Jene
Carter. Helen and Gloria Johnson,
Larry Claiborn. Booker T. Weeins,
Louis Mack, Johnie Jackson, Ver-
nell and Erdell Reed and Arthur
.Turner
Amos (Mutt) Hawthorn formerly
of this city, and who was living
in Muskegeon, Michigan, was en-
route here and Bassfield to visit
relatives and friends, took sick at
.irs, Lue tierina stewart spent
last Sunday in the home of her
" nephew, Lee Otha Riley.
Theodore Dotson is confinedo
I the V. A. hospital in Jackson, Miss,
Willie McDonald of Starksville,
Miss., spent the weekend with his
aunt, Mrs. Louise Winters,
L. C. Cooper is doing fine, after'
is illness.
Funeral services were held for
Mrs. Leona Moore Boyde, recent-
ly. The body was laid in the Pres-
ley Cemetery in Kosciusko, Miss.
Miss Edna E. Tucker, is home
after spending several years in
Buffalo, N.Y.
Victor Carr and John Gregory
are both on the sick list.
Robert Lee Estes is home after
spending his vacation in Spring-
field, Ill.
No Bermuda family may own
more than one automobile.
Nashville, Tenn., and died. Travel-
ing with him in the car were his
wife, Lucy Mae, and child, h i s
brother, M. L. and his wife, and
A. J. Burnett. Mutt's body was
shipped to Bassfield for burial.
Among the many of his friends
here to attend the funeral were,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Durr, Minnie
Ruth Payne, Lizzie Quinn. Viola
James, OliversGutter, Henretta Pe- 1
ter, Jewel Payne, Howard Grif-I
fitt, Stella Miles and Mattie Lewis.
Mrs. Frank L. Woods and babyl
boy arrived here Saturday to join
Mr. Woods after being confined at
the home of her mother, Mrs.
Georgia Johnson of Natchez.
Funeral services for H. B.
(Honey Boy) Jackson were held:
last week at Columbia, Miss.
Honey Boy died in a New Orleans
hospital several days after he was
shot while at the Silver Moon in
Goodyear. He leaves his wife Cas-
Tennessee
CENTRALIA
Miss Norma Jane Gardner who
is employed in Chicago spent the
weekend with her parents Mr and
Mrs. Harry Jackson, sr., and her
Rev. J. R. Powell pastor of Sec-
ond Baptist church was made edi-i
tor of the BYPU Immediate
Quarterly by the Baptist Publish-
ing Board at Nashville, Tenn., he
was guest speaker for Women's
sabee. Day program at the Greater Sa-
• • •
ETHEL Ky.
By MRS. MARTHA ASHFORD • Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Powell ac-
Sunday was regular Pastorial 
companied by Mrs. Catherine
Day at Ethel Chapel Hill Baptist 
O'Neal, Mrs. Fannie Brown and
church, The 
Mrs. Erlene Coleman visited Mrs.
. A. . An der-
son, minister. 
Jennie Steele who is recuperating
from a long illness, in East St.West Stewart of Sallis, Mm., 1.atIi ill
lem Baptist church at Louisville,
was a visitor of his brother, Jim 
, 
Mrs. Francis Lawson visited fri-
ends 
Stewart, last Sunday. 
in Chicago, 111., over t h e
weekend,
Norman Dunaway, his brother.
Mozell and his son, Antonia of
Kent, Ohio, spent the weekend
with his sister, Mrs. Blanche Gar-
rett and other friends.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Jones,
son. Robert L. and daughter, Sa-
matis accompanied by Mrs. Don-
ald Black and son, all of Bolivar,
Tennessee were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brown and
family. James Jones is a brother
of Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. Allineal Norwood and
granddaughter, Bobby Ann Wanzo
spent the weekend in Indianapolis,
Ind., visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Mary Ann Collins.
SOfl, Larry.
played with Slater High school, of
Miss LaVonda Lyles of St. Louis, Bristol, Tenn. It was sponsored by
Mo., spent Sunday with Mrs. Opal the Proto Club as a benefit game
Locke and family. I in the interest of the Langston
The Velvet Starlighters' Club Athletic Association,
held their first Annual Fancy * * •
Dress Ball Saturday night with JACKSON lawn of the State Capital. He has
music by George Hudson and his By MRS. GEORGIA McVEIGH been traveling over the whole
band of St. Louis. ' Mrs. Vera Austin, wealthy sa-I country, preaching the gospel.
The Rev. William H. White of
the St. James AME church at-
tended the annual conference in
Danville, Ky.
If you have any news, please
She is on her annual tour which in- phone 3-263 and ask for Beverly
elude Dallas, Tex., New Orleans, Overton.
La., New York City, Ontario, Can-.
, 
ada and points in Mexico.
The following are on the sick
list: Mesdames S. H. Golden, Ivy
Lee Ewing, Mollie Eddings, Jose-
phine Cattier, Bettie Young, Min-
nie Patterson, Granville Robinson
and Lula Lauderdale. Let us con-
tinue to pray for their speedy re-
covery.
Words of thanks have come to
the pastor and members of Be-
rean Baptist church from Mr. Ern-
est Wilson, for the 'many courte-
sies, recognitions, flowers, and pro-
fessional service given during his
illness in the Jackson-Madison
County hospital.
Rev. 0. B. Cason, pastor East
Jackson Circuit (Tennessee), suf-
fered a stroke during his .services
October 7. He has served at this
charge eight consecutive years.
Rev. W. L. Tate. pastor of Mos-
cow, Tenn. Circuit, keeps the In-
dex paper readers informed of
I ettnts and happenings among the
many churches of the Jackson
area. He also renders the church
a district service by distributing
The Christian Index paper, books
and other religious literature.
South Jackson School held its
first Parent-Teacher Conference
for the school year 1956-57 Oct.
, 12. Registered for the conference
' were 179 parents.
A visiting swarm of Merry High
Green Hornets stung everything
here Friday night dumping Sum-
mer High school 56-0 in a game
best known as a route. Merry's
scoring went something like this:
Henry Anderson 1 td; and one pat;
Otha Cooper two td; Leonard An-
derson one td: Geo. Thomas, one
td; Wm. McHaney one td and one
Pat; Lynnwood Hunter one td and
one Pat on passes; Bobby For-
rest one Id; Givens a safety; and
past to Perkins; Churchill and
eCn°1s-gleicaras at ends; Neely and 
t• guards; and Montgomery
(',iv-
ens 
center did not allow a single'
first down to Summer.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Gil-
strap of Eastern ave., returned
home recently from Seattle. Wash-
ington and other points north'
where they spent a very extensive
vacation.
The mother of Mr. Pug Wo-
mack and Mrs. Poe of Webb Alley
Alley, died recently the funeral
was held at the First Baptist
church. The burial was at Blain
Chapel.
Rev. H. N. Rhodes was guest
speaker at Liberty CME church
last Sunday, lie preached a very
inspiring sermon.
The Jackson Memphis Confer-
ence closed a sery successful
meeting at St. Paul CME church
last Sunday evening. It was a vrey
interesting meeting. Bishop J. A.





Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Woodlee
Wisconsin
RACINE
A birthday party was given in
honor of J. Lanes Collins, recently.
Those attending the party were
Jerri, Cheri and Erie Flemmings,
Earlene Clark, Richard Clark, jr.,
Connie Ljas, Donna Lee, Dennis
R. Jenkins, Charles Parsans,
Ralph Williams and many others.
Games were played and refresh-
ments, served.
Leonard Johnson motored to
Terra Haute, Ind., to visit his
mother and other relatives and
friends.
Virginia Collins and Dorothy Up-
church attended the Wisconsin
State Convention for trained prac-
tical nurses. It was held at the
Wisconsin Hotel in Milwaukee,
Wis.
Mrs. Willie B. Taylor visited her
brother and sister-in-law. Mr. and




Mrs. Mary C. Fields and grand-
daughter of Pittsburgh, Pa., form-
erly of Frankfort is visiting her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Sally Fields.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Fields a n d
family just returned from a visit to
New York.
Kentucky State College is plann-
ing its annual homecoming event
on November 10 where they will
meet Jackson College of Mississip-
pi.
The First Baptist church on Clin-
ton st., will begin its fall revival
on October 15-29. The evangelist
will be the Rev. Bransford of Glas-
gow, Ky.
Alaska has 208,000 residents in
1956 but it stil. has only about
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By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Sgt. Cleveland Buchanan, has re-
turned from Witchita, Kans.,
where he ..oent his furlough. Sgt.
Buchanan is employed as barber
at the Veterans Facility. He is a
shave specialist. He is the first Ne-
gro to be occupied in this capaci-
ty, in the history of the Mountain
Home here.
Mrs. Antionette Bewley, has re-
turned from Washington, D. C.
where she visited her daughter,
Mrs. Nola B. Sheffey, and family.
Mrs. Minnie Miller, has gone to
Philadelphia, Pa., to visit herr
daughter, Mrs. Camille Ellis, and
family.
Mr. Edward Ervin, has returned
to Chicago, Ill., where he is em-
ployed as a brick mason, after
spending several days here with
his family.
Mr. Jeffey Clark, from Chicago
III., is visiting his son, Elder W.
M. Slark, and family here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Whitfield,
Mrs. Viola Gilchrist, and Mrs. Lela
Davis, attended the funeral of Mrs.
Kate Gerdner in Kingsport, Tenn.,
recently.
The series of revival meetings,
which were in progress at Friend-
ship Baptist church, were brought
to a close on the night of Oct. 12,,
which were conducted by Rev, It,
E. James, pastor of Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church in Knoxville, Tenn.
The Community Gospel Chorus,
of Newport, Tenn., rendered a pro-
gram at Friendship Baptist church
on the night of Oct. 6. Rev. E. W.
Norris is pastor.
The Daughters of Zion music
group rendered a program in Rog-
ersville, Tenn., recently.
The Langston High school Gold-
en Tigers, football team won its
third game of the season in a
game played here in Memorial
Stadium on the night of Oct. 12
by the score of 26 to 7. which was
cialite of Berkeley, Calif., is the
guest of Mrs. Carrie Adams, 233
Middleton St.. this city. Mrs. Aus-
tin holds an official capacity in
many worthwhile organizations.
Parents night was held on Oc-
tober 15 at Mayo Underwood High
school. All parents were urged to
be present, a prize was given to
the class room with the largest
number of parents attending.
' One of our local boys has join-
ed the Air Force. He is Charles
Blythe of 309 Murray St. Blythe
is stationed in San Antonio, Texas.
Frankfort was host to the great
evangelist, Billy Graham on Oct.
15. Graham spoke on the front
Indiana
EV.ILNSVILLII
By J. H. LOGAN
The public Is invited to attend
the formal opening of the New Le.
gans Beauty Salon, which is
cated in the rear of 1031 Cherry at.
The date will be October 21st from
3 p.m. to 7 p.m.
This shop is modernly equipped,
five operators are there to serve
you, don't miss this opening. Mrs.
Mamie Logan, proprietor.
The first general bacteriology
course in America was taught at
the University of Illinois in 1877
by T. J. Burrill.
entertained their daughter, Deb-
orah L. Woodlee on her sixth birth-
day on September 22, A lovely
evening was spent with the young-
est friends of Mrs. Norman Lee
Ramsey. This event took place
at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. PhWip Stubblefield.
Mrs, Mary H. Savage and Joe
Ramsey were married on Septem-
ber 23. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones
of Madisonville, Ky., spent a few
days here with her mother, Mrs.
Mary Foster.
The singers of Sparta, Tenn.,
rendered a program at St. High
church on the first Sunday.
George Etter has returned from
Nashville hospital where he un-
derwent, surgery and is doing fine.
*55
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR.
The last rites of Mrs. Easter
Brazel were held at the Oak Grove
CME church on October 14, with
Rev. J. B. Jones, officiating. Sho
passed at the home of her unit
Albert after a long illness. She
leaves to mourn her passing, a
daughter, one brother, several
grandchildren and a host of other
relatives and friends.
Mrs. Mary Woodard of Memphis
visiting relatives and friends here
recently.
Mrs. Willie E. Rigues and daugh-
ter, Dorothy Jean of Memphis
were here last Sunday for the last




By MRS. CURTIS HILL
Master Walter L. Hall was burn-
ed in the face by acid, while on
his job.
Mr, and Mrs. Earl Calhoun and
family attended the Valr in
Brownsville, Tenn,
Mrs. Ethel Smith Is on our aids
list this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Hill and
Mrs. Daisy Anderson and 51 o n
' James Alston and Henry Alston
all attended the Fair in Memphis,
Tenn., recently.









100 Klansmen Invade Alabama Church
Leaves Money,
No Misery
MOBILE, Ala ( ANP )—While
worshippers sang "Onward Chris-
tian Soldiers," a band of 100 rob-
ed Klansmen invaded the Cul-
vert Street Baptist church at
Whistler, 10 miles north of here,
and startled church members at-
tending the evening service last
Sunday.
The men, decked off in Ku
Klux Klan regalia marched into
the church and up to the altar,
left contributions and filed out
again. There was no disturbance,
but the un-scheduled demonstra-
tion created some excitement.
The pianist was playing the
hymn when the Klaners entered.
She continued playing the same
tune while the men marched in
single file through the church.
The parade lasted for 10 min-
utes.
Afterwards, E. C. Barnard, a
Klan spokesman said the Klans-
men had paid similar visit to
other churches but that this was
the first time they had gone to
church in robes.
Efforts to locate the pastor, the




By REV. A. BALDWIN
The 1st Baptist church Sunday
school chatered a bus to little
Jerusalem last Sunday. Refresh-
ments were served and the trip
proved to be very enjoyable. All
of the children and grown-ups car-
ried lunches. It was an enjoy-
able trip. Force Jennings, super-
intendent and Rev. C. H. Denson,
pastor.
The W.S.C.S. of St. Paul Meth-
odist church gave a reception for
Rev. and Mrs. R. L. Smith last
Wednesday night at the home of
the president, Mrs. Lucille Mor-
row. Rev. Smith and family will
leave for Scottsboro soon where
he will pastor.
Rev. Marcus of Birmingham will
be the new pastor for St. Paul
and Oakrnon churches.
Sherman F. Davis andJames
Holston, jr., have joined the air
force. They are stationed at Lack-
land Air Force Base in San An-
tonio, Texas.
The Social committee of Walker
County Teacher's Association met
last Saturday at the home of Mrs.
Ethel L. Davis. Plans of the social
events for the year, were formulat-
ed. Mrs. L. J. McDavid, the chair-
man, presided with Mrs. E. L.
Davis acting as secretary.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Duncan
conducted a very successful re-
vival at Big Mulga a few weeks
ago.
The Walker County Teachers
held their first monthly meeting




By JAMES M. WAGNER
Mrs. Jets. L. Cox Scott, a resi-
dent of Bayminette, Ala., for the
past 40 years passed on Septem-
ber 28 at her home. The last rites
were held at the Union Baptist i
church, Rev. A. J. Stokes, pastor.'
She leave, to mourn her passing
a husband, Hilary Scott, seven
sons, eight daughters, one sister,
sixty grandchildren, 23 great
grandchildren and a host of other
AIKENrelatives and friends. She was 66
years of age, and the burial was By J. LAMPKIN
(Parker, was called to the bedside
of their granddaughter at Cleve-
land, Ohio.
Mrs. Lillie Parker is guest of
relatives at Bessemer, Ala. Mr.
Sullivan Parker is on the sick list,
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Avery were
guests of relatives and friends at
Mount Grove. Service was well at-
tended at the Cedar Bluff A M E





Mr. and Mrs. Noah Lovelace at-
tended the meeting in Johnson-
ville, Ala., last Sunday.
Frank Cereal is visiting his chil-
dren in Pensacola, Fla.
Mrs. Maggie Oliver has h e r
daughter and grandchildren from
Pineapple, Ala., visiting her.
Mrs. Mazell Stephenson is visit-
ing her husband in Birmingham,
Ala. Rev. Raddon of Aniston, Ala.,
was in Brewton delivering his fare-
well sermon at the 2nd Saint Slone
Church last Sunday.
Mrs. Priscilla Washington has
two friends from Oklahoma visit-
ing her.
Mrs. Bertha Mae Brown's Cafe
was burglarized last Sunday. Mr.
Robert Harris was also a victim of
burglary.
The city wide female chorus of
Pensacola, Fla., ran a musical
program at the Baptist Hill church
recently.
John Bugge of Florida in here
visiting his aunt and friends in
Brewton. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Johnson has a friend visitirei
them.
Mrs. Jake Lewis is still on the
sick list, also Sperlie Hally.
Mrs. Minnie Worman attended




Count for all of Paine College's
scoring in a 39-6 loss to Albany
State College's defending SEAC
champions.
This loss gives Paine a 0-2 re-
cord for the season while Albany
haa won two, and tied one and lost
i none.
Miss Bessie L. Hawes of Augus-jThe Men's Day program of the • • •
Union Baptist church was of great tap Ga., daughter of Mrs. Madelle !
and Mr. William V. 'SOUTH CAROLINAinterest on October 5th. The guest S. Hawes,
NORTH AUGUSTAMinnick of Aiken, son of Mr. andspeaker was Alvin Boykin!.
The Men's Chorus sing under the Mrs. Julian C. Minnick of Con- George W. Parks. Jr, general
direction of Percy Hamilton and neautville, Pa., were united in chairman of North Augusta's
Mrs. Paralee Cog. Souls were stir- marriage here recently in St. 1956 Community Chest-Red Cross
red from this fine Men's day pro- Methodist Church. fund drive, recently names 10
gram. Men of Christ churches were, The Rev. F. J. Murphy offici- solicitors to canvass the city's
invited to attend. J ilted at the double ring rites: The colored sections.
church was decorated with white j Heading up this drive among
hrysanthemums, palms in Gre- !approximately 1,100 people who
week. Administrator B. W. Good- clan urns and candelabra holding make up North Augusta's Negro
win, jr., and James Wagner were lighted tapers.
the guests of the following people,
Mrs. Carrie Watkins, of Montgom-
ery, Ala., Mr. Thomas E. Critten-
den, Greenville, Ala., Mrs. Ruth




The American Woodmen held
their annual district meeting last
. 1
The bride, who was given in
marriage by her uncle, Mr. James
Simmons of Abbeville, S. C., wore
a gown of peau de soie with a
princess style bodice and a skirt
of hand-clipped Chantilly lace.
The lace was set in crescents in-
to the skirt bottom. Her fingertip
By PERCY BLACK veil of imported illusion was at-
Sunday School of the ANIE tached to a hat of lace embroid-
church was called to order at 9:30 ered with pearls and sequins. and
a.m., October 14, with Mr. Percy she carried a
Black, superintendent in charge,,notis centered
lesson review by the Supt., subject and caught
of lesson "The Laws of Life,'
fouind Exodus 20, chapter 1-17 j
!streamers.
Immediately following the cere-
verse, class number 4 taught by 1 orn ny a reception was held in theMiss Willie Gene Williams, lead
hall of the church. The rooms werethe banned offering of $2.33. The
decorated with white chrysanthe-11 o'clock service was called to
mums and ivy and the bride'sorder by the pastor Rev. S. T.
table was covered with a handDavis, devotional by Mr. C. Carter
and others. The choir rendered
special music with Prof. T. Press-
ley, at the piano. Solo by Mr. Per-
cy Black.
The membership • of Banks
Chapel, AME Zion church worship-
ped at the AME church, October
14, at 3 o'clock service, Rev. B.
L. Smith, pastor. General service
was in session at the House of
Jacob church for a week. Many
delegates were present.
Missionary meeting was in ses-
sion at the AME church. Mrs.
Cora Masson, president in charge.
Rev. S. T. Davis was dinner
guest of Mr. W. W. Watkins, Oct.
14. About two of seven auto drivers
A moonlight party was in ses- in the U. S. have been given po-
sloe at the home of Mrs. Mary lice tags for one or another kind
Cooper, Oct. 13, benefit of t h e of traffic violations over the re-
church. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie cent years.
bouquet of stepha-
with a white orchid
with white satin
crocheted lace cloth and center-
ed with a four-tiered wedding
cake. Assisting at the reception
were Miss Susie Jordan, who kept
the bride's hook, Mrs. Rogers
Jackson, Mrs, Ralph J. Jordan,
Mrs. James T. Demmons, Mrs.
Richard A. Myers and Mrs. Ruth
1
Kennedy.
For a wedding trip to an un-
announced destination the bride
wore a suit of turquiose with
I
black accessories and an orchid
corsage. Upon their return the




Greater St. John Baptist:tni.urek
4821 S. Michigan, will observe this
16th anniversary of its paliaor„eaev.
W. Johnson, with speciallienas
Sunday, Oct 21 at 3:30 911a.e—iid
, "30 P m
NEW GIRLS' DORM—Lots of
girls—mote than 140 — moved
Into this ultra modern dormi-
tory overlooking Hampton ris-
er last week at Hampton In-
stitute, Hampton, Va. Mean-
while students have left Stone
building and the Monastery
for the four • story dormitory
equipped with a roof garden.
The main lounge, 70.8 by 40.3
feet, has a glass ball which
overlooka the river. The mod-
ern furnishings are arranged
in island pa tt er n, the
draperies a r e of abstract
design and the color scheme is
of orange, green and brown
tones. Tile building, furni Alines
an decor all were executed by





Injured Sunday night, October 14,
in a head-on collision 10 miles
south of Hephzibah, Ga.
Spokesmen at University Hos-
pital identified the victims as
Mrs. Amelia Jones, 45, lacera-
tion of the left leg. Mrs. Sarah
Glasker, 49, injured ankle;
Charles Settles, 17, of Hephzibah,
abrasions of the face and should-
er; Tommie Marshall, 47, broken
right leg, and Calvin Jones,
Hephzibah, abrasions of the face.
Richmond County deputies iden-
tified the drivers of the cars as
Jones and Marshall. Both were
charged with reckless driving.
Funeral rites for Mrs. Susie
Roberts were conducted Sunday
p. m. at the Beulah Grove Baptist
Church, the Rev. B. I. Vernon of-
ficiating.
Survivors are two sons, five
daughters, 28 grandchildren, 20
great-grandchildren , nieces nep-




William Crinshaw passed 15
ipopulation is Jesse W. Stephens,
an employe of the C S National
Bank of Augusta, Ga. He will can-
vass the Carsville area, aided by
Tommie Johnson.
Assisting in other areas are
Walter Strom Jr., Shultz Hill;
Wade Stephens, Carpentersville;
Mrs Louise Frazier, Blue Hea-
ven; Mrs. Sophie Merriweather,
Knittenmill; Mrs. Katherine Jon-
es. Summerville; Mrs. Sallie
Price Belvedere; Mrs. Margaret
Greenwood, Plank Rd, and Miss
Madie Forrest, Five Knotch Rd.
S. Carolina
Florida
at the Antioch Baptist church.
We all regret to know that Dev.
Clemie McGriff is confined in a
I promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Tyron Costa, 359
E. 60th St., Chicago/37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter I am 24
years of age, have straight. black
wavy hair, 5 ft. 9 inches tall, med.
ium built, brown eyes and inter-
ested in corresponding with male
and female pen pals in U.S., Mexi-
co and Puerto Rico. I have at.
tended two universities and like
music and art. Cecil R. Thornton,
310 N. Illinois-327 Indianapolis,
Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Through
your helpful column, I am in hopes
of meeting the companion I seek;
a refined, gentleman between the
ages of 35 to 40, light colored and
in a position to make a home for a
good wife. I am interested in Chi-
cagoans only. I will answer all
letters and exchange photos, Miss
Doris Bonds, Gen. Del., Chicago,
• • •
Dear Mme, Chanter I a mwriting
this letter in hopes that you can
help me to find some one who likel
the better things of life. A lady,
between the ages of 25 and 33. 'I
am light brown akin, 5 ft. Wes
inches tall and weigh 156 pounds
and a very hard worker. I will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Morris T. Westmoreland.'
46ta5 Lake Park ave., Chicago 15;
Ill.
• • •
hospital here because of an Illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Shackleford
male pen-pals between the ages
Christian. I am 5 ft. 7 inches tall,
Dear alme. Chanter I am lonelyDear Mine. Chanter I would like
for a pen pal who is interested into correspond tt ith American
matrimony and she must be '11visited in St. 
Joe, Fla., recently.
brown skin, weigh 152 pounds,
brown eyes, black hair and 61
years of age. I have a steady job
and make a good salary. I sin
carpenter and a Christian. I would
like for her to be between the ages
of 38 to 50. I own my home and
will try to make her as happy as
possible. Ernace Phillips, G e a.
Del., Waverly', Tenn,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chanter I've read
your column for quite a while and
I am now writing in hopes that you
will be able to help me. I am 96
years of age, 5 ft. 8 inches tall.
dark brown skin and have never
been married. Please do not wilt*
unless your intentions are Pitmen'.;
able. I promise to answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. Miss
Emma L. Slack, B 721, Homestead,
Fla.
Mrs. Cora Jackson visited her
mother and daughter in Chiply,
Fla., recently.
Mrs. Minnie Wimbly has just re-
turned from an extended visit in
Greenville, Ala., where she visited
Mrs. Agnes McCree, who is a 
tim of blindness.
Rev. J L. Files reports the clos-
ing of a revival, at the Pilgrim
Rest Baptist church.
Clemmy McGriff is confined in
Fort Walton hospital, but we learn
he is improving nicely. Rev. J.
W. Johnson attended the associa-
tion at Baker Fla., last week.
Tennessee
Dear Mme, Chante: I always
enjoy reading your column and I'd
like to correspond with a pen pal.
A man 19 to 28 years of age. I am
18 years of age, dark red hair,
light brown complexion. weigh 128
pounds, and 5 ft. 32 inches tall.
Please send photo in first letter
and I will do the same. Miss Willa
Bell Blake, 1453 Webster ave., St.
Louis 8, Mo.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante. I am a very
lonely lady, 22 years of age, light
brown skin, black hair and brown
eyes. I am very lonely and would
like to correspond with gentle-
men between the ages of 25 and
30, who are interested in marriage
and willing to work towards the
better things in life. I enjoy all
sports and my hobby is reading,
and will answer all mail. Sincerity
is all that counts. Edna McKenzie,
155 Orange at., Kingston Jamaica,
B.W.1.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
interested in corresponding with
ministers, good Christians and
lonely people. I am an evangelist
of an apostolic Holiness church. I
am 50 years of age, 5 ft. 2 inches
tall, medium brown skin and black
hair. I have no children and have
never been married. will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Evangelist Eva Collins, 3552 W.
Grenshaw st., Chicago 24, Ill.
• • •
of 30 to 50. I am a beautician, 28
years of age, 5 ft. 78 inches tall,
weigh 147 pounds, light colored,
black hair and eyes and live with
my parents. My hobbies are read-
ing, movies, writing and dan-
cing, trusting you will help me.
Mavis E. Walters, 64'2 Church
St., Kingston Jamaica BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would be
very much obliged if you would
get me some male pen pals be-
tween the ages of 30 to 60. I am
very lonesome, 35 years of age,
weigh 160 pounds, light colored
and 5 ft. 6 inches tall. I am em-
ployed as a dressmaker and my
hobbies are reading, dancing, mov-
ies and baseball. I have never
been married and hope you will
help me. Keturah Perry, 7 Jordan
rd., Whitfield Town, P. 0. Kings-
ton, Jamaica B.W.I.
• • • Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Dear Mme. Chanter I read your young man, 21 years of age, whocolumn each week and I am writ- is looking for female compani'n.ing for your help. I am 54 years ship. would like a sweet young'yards to Oscar Ford for a touch-;apparently were not aware that it and Pious Bellamy was commit- many relatives and friends attend-
1 of age, 5 ft. 9 inches tall, weigh wife, between the ages of 18 telldown late in the 4th quarter here, was loaded, ted to F.S.H. for the insane. pounds, brown skin with a who would appreciate a kind SlidFriday night, October 12, to ac- • • • 
ed. Many gifts and lovely greet-
1;8-leasing personality. I have a good. loving husband. I promise to ana-
1 ings were received. It was a de-
job and a nice 5 room flat. I will wer all letters and exchange
lightful affair,
answer all letters and exchange' photos. Willie Frazier, 370 "D''
M r s. Margaret Rawls visited
photos to a woman who is inter- Brown Mall, Memphis, Tenn.
Bettye and Nettye Rawls, h e r
ested in marriage. Wallace Mc-
Neal, 49 Otis pl., Buffalo 9, N. Y.
• •
Dear alnie. Chanter I'm in my
20's and work 7 days a week, con-
sidered nice looking and of a very
good character. My problem is
that a true companion is very hard
to meet here in Chicago, therefore
I am very lonely. I would appreci-
ate a true girlfriend or wife whose
intentions are sincere. I prefer
one in her late teens or early 20's.
AIKEN
Otis Mathis, 48, was given a 15-
year prison sentence in Court of
IGeneral Sessions here after plead-
ing guilty to manslaughter in the
June 5th death of his young wife
Bertha Mac.
Mathis was charged with pois-
oning his wife with strychnine by
placing the deadly substance in a
capsule, replacing a pain reliev-
ing medicine which his wife was
in the habit of taking.
The woman's death occurred af-
ter she came in from a day of
work in the cotton field and had
begun to cook supper for her hus-
ban. Authorities became suspici-
ous after it was learned that at
least two other wives of Mathis
had died in similar fashion.
'SPRINGFIELD
By J. LAMPKIN
Eugene Bell, 12-year-old son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Bell, died,
;when a shotgun discharged acci-
dentally and the blast struck him
in the throat Friday, Oct. 12.
' Officers said the boy and two
,other companions about the same
lage were playing with the gun
when it discharged. He said they
• • •
SNE ADS
By J. D. DEMPSEY
lley Spells is seriously ill at his
home. We wish him a speedy re-
covery.
The ministers and deacon union
of the West Florida. Missionary
Baptist association, and the W. H.
and F. al. Circle, recently conven-
ed with the St. Peter's MB church
of which the Rev. N. D. Bowers
is the pastor, was a decided SLIC-
MSS.
Mrs. Indiana Spirels, daughter
and little granddaughter of Wash-
ington, D. C., is spending several
weeks with Mrs. Spire's, here.
Mrs. Georgia Mae Scott is visit-
ing her husband in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Mrs. Gladys Raines was a
business visitor in Marianna, Fla.
last Saturday. Mrs. Regetta Dan-
iels and daughter, baby Winifred
(Cooter) Daniels has returned to
Palmetto, Fla., after visiting her
mother and relatives here.
Mrs. Mamie Collins of Rockbluff,
Fla., was a recent visitor in the
home of her sister. Mrs. Annie
Dempsey, the widow of the late
Rev. Wm. Dempsey. After a rigid
examination, Mr. Rufus Bellamy,
brother of Mrs. Deansie Donald,
FORT WALTON
By REV. J. A. FRYE
Mrs. Juanita (Kaufman) Madi-
son of Copeland, Fla., are tem-
porarily stopping with her grand-
father, Rev. J. A. Fry at the home
of an aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Evan Findley.
Rev. J. L. Files of Atmore, Ala.,
is visiting Rev. J. A. Frye and
Mr. and Mrs. Evan Findley.
Rev. J. A. Belimy filled his reg-
ular appointment as pastor of the
Greg Chapel AME church last Sun-
day.
Hobbs preached at the Beattie
Baptist church, Rev. Jimmy Lee
Files of Atmore, Ala., has accepted
a position with a building concern There
here. He expects to hold a revival hospitals
BOLIVAR
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McKinnie,
sr., observed their 25th wedding
anniversary last month, at their
home on 418 N. Union st , in Boli-
var, Tenn.
Four of their six children and
aughters who are aitencling,
school in Momence. Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Lenear. Mrs.i
Mary Lenear and Mrs. Clarence I
Lenear motored to Mounds,
recently. Mrs. Lulu Munn came
home with them.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brady, Miss
Marie Brady and Farrish Overton
have been visiting in Chicago, Ill.,
and Toledo, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Horton and
daughter visited his mother. Mrs.
Rosa Lee Norment and family, re-
cently.
Hospital Count
are about 8,000 public
in India.
"I LIKE DURHAM" — When
the Junior Chamber of Com-
merce in Durham, V. C. stag-
ed it., annual "I Like Dur-
ham" celebration last week,
North Carolina college presi-
dent Alfonso Elder invited Dr.
Charles A. Ray, news chief,
and Dr. Benjamin F. Smith.
librarian, (3rd and 4th from
left) as NCC's representatives.
The NCC representatives are
in front of their official car
with Jim Hawkins (left) presi-
dent of the Chamber of Coni•
merce,and Aubrey King, trees-
firer. Program hopes to at-
tract new industry to Durham
as well as foster appreciation
of immunity resources,
CS.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am writing
to gain permission to join your pen
pal club. I am 19 years of age, 5
ft. 3 inches tall, weigh 133 pounde
with a light brown color. I attend
school and my hobbies are, swim-
ming, movies, soft ball and other
sports. I will answer all letters
and exchange photos so please
write. Mavis Moncrieffe, 62 Slips




THE WONDERFUL LIGHT (
Do you sometimes wonder if the
place in life you occupy is really
what you wish and what is best
for you, Do you have hidden tal-
ents and abilities that would fit
you for bigger things, more satis-
faction and happiness than you
have now?,
Perhaps you feel that you are not
appreciated by others, o r that
your work does not bring out the
best in you . . . if you have
thoughts of this kind, then y o u
should consider getting your daily ,
reading and Horoscope for the
year . . . It will act aa a guide
and stepping stone so that y o u
may reach the goal you so de-
sire.
In everyone's life a candle is lit
. . . and it usually shines bright-
est on that which is your own life-
work . . . that which suits you
hies: and brings you much happi-
ness and peace of mind,
R. G. Dear Prof. Herman: I
have been reading your column
for some time and find it very
helpful. Will you kindly send me
all information concerning this
book you speak of, -With God All





I am indeed quite
my daughter. Is she ,
ANS. Your daughter is just be-
ing stubborn, because you have
refused to let her stay in New
York, she has decided to not
write. However, you will hear ,
from her soon, don't let this up..
set you. She seems to be all.
right.
• •
W. A. IS ill I complete this
course?
ANS. A careful analysis of your
question indicates the fact that
you have enrolled in night school
this term and are wondering if
you will he able to attend the
classes and complete the course.
It seems that you will be suc-
cessful in this endeavor.
• . •
E Will my luck change?
ANS. Your Lucky Stars and
Guiding Planet indicate a change
for the better soon. You will be
able to get your bills paid and
make the change you also have
in mind. Just be patient a lit-
tle longer, my friend.
*
I have been out of work for
sometime. Do you see any chailgn
in my financial condition? Will
get hack on the same job? WM
I find a better job? Someone who
really needs help.
ANS. I am only too glad te
help you my friend, but only ows
question is answered in the ci
tinin due to the limited amour*
of space. If you will kindly wrI
in for a private reply send131
your full name, address a
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THRILL OF A LIFETIME—Little Gilds Lee of Metnphts, Tenn., proudly shakes the hand ofPresident Dwight D. Eisenhower at the White House during a February, 1954. visit. With her areher father, George W. Lee (3rd from left), and Congressman B. Carroll Reece of Tennessee (right).(Harris and Ewing)
HERE'S HOW, MR. PRESIDENT—Young
hover and former Governor Thome* E. Dewey
ing, no doubt, of his losable grandchildren, Ike
Georgie Hays of Brooklyn shows President RIM'S-
of New York his skill alth a "HI-Li" paddle. Think-seems genuinely impressed_ (International)
WITH NAACP DELEGATION—President Eisenhower seriously discusses major problems withan NAACP group, including (left to right) Dr. ChaimIng H. Tobias, Arthur SpIngarin. ClarenceMitchell, the late Walter White. and Judge Theodor. Spaulding. during Jan., 1954 %Wt. (Harrisend Ewing)
RACKED BY A FAVORITE—Lionel Hampton, famed band-leader, is a prime favorite of the President The buttons hewears and holds tell his sentiments. Hampton sailed Saturdayfor England with credentials as President Eisenhower's "am-bassador of good-will." (Robert Lavelle—Indianapolls News)
"The Republican Party's record on social justice rests,
not on words and promises, but on accomplishment. The
record shows that a wide range of quietly effective actions,
conceived in understanding and good will for all, has
brought about more genuine—and often voluntary—pro-
gress toword equal justice and opportunity in the last three
years than teas accomplished in all the previous twenty
years together."
—PRESIDENT DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
• The Eisenhower Administration has established a new
I climate of equality, under which real civil rights gains
are continually being made.
• In all areas of Federal responsibility, Prestdent Eisen-
1 hower has worked quietly but effectively to advancethe rights of minority groups.
• Integration of the Armed Forces has been completed.
• In the District of Columbia, equal access to eating es-
tablishments and to places of amusement has beenrealized, along with integration of the schools, the FireDepartment, and public housing.
• hew job opportunities in the Federal Government andfl in private companies holding Federal contracts havebeen opened to members of minority groups.
• in end has been put to segregated interstate bus and
Pi train travel.
• The Supreme Court has ruled in favor of integration in
the public schools and in various other areas of Fed-eral concern.
• The Eisenhower Administration proposed a six-point
I legislative program to provide added safeguardsagainst possible deprivations of civil rights, which theDemocrat-controlled g4th Congress failed to approve.
• new climate of equality now pervades the UnitedM States after nearly four years under the EisenhowerAdministration. Although great gains in civil rights havealways taken place under the Republican Party, the prog-ress since President Eisenhower took office has been espe-
cially outstanding in both depth and breadth.
• In all areas of federal responsibility, the President has
I effectively advanced equality of treatment.
'Our prosperity must he shared fully by the 17 million Negro
Americans. They have made great progress in recent years. We
are proud of our splendid record, but we will not rest secure until
every Negro has proper housing, decent medical care, better educa-
tional opportunities, and unlimited chance for employment accord-
ing to his ability. Here we do not offer mere promises: we can
show performance. We will not rest content until we achieve the full
realization .. ."
— VICE-PRESIDENT RICHARD M. NIXON
NOW, COMPARE THIS WITH THE DEMOCRAT RECORDBELOW:
Estes Nefauver, Democrat Vice-Presidential candidate, and hiswife. Mrs. Nancy Kefauver, signed a property deed in Washington.D. C., on January 4, 1949, which contained a restrictive covenantbarring sale, rental, or occupancy of the property by "Negroes, (or)those of the Semitic race (including) Armenians, Jews, Hebrews,Persians. and Syrians." The property was purchased from anotherDemocrat senator. Carl Hatch, of New Mexico, and his wife.Kefauver said in Congress on July 29, 1948, as reported in TheCongressional Record: "Most of the matters embraced in the Presi-dent's civil-rights program cannot he dealt with by legislation.I have always opposed, and will continue to vigorously oppose, theEEP('. the anti-lynch bill, and any non-segregation provisions."The FEPC is, in my opinion, a dangerous step toward regi-mentation . . . It simply would not work—especially in the South.. . . The anti-lynch bill has been before the Judiciary Committee.of which I am a member, and I have always opposed it. There is noreal demand for anti-segregation laws in the South. The Negroesof the South are not interested in this kind of legislation . . Itwould not he in the. interest of their own welfare to fan the tires ofpassion and disunity by espousal of Federal Non-Segregation Laws."
And THESE, are the men that Congressman William L. Daws
nti other Negro Democrats are asking YOU to support!!
(Sponsored by Republican National Committee)
CENTENARIAN A VISITOR—A former slave, James Winn, born in Missouri 106 years ago, Isgreeted by President Eisenhower in Sept., 1954, when he was 104. In the background, GovernorDan Thornton of Colorado (left) and Mayor John D. Gillespie of Boulder, Colo., Mr. Winn's home.(International)
GREETS LAW GUARDIANS—During a visit to New York City, the President greeist two ofNew York's finest. Motorcycle Patrolmen Robert Turner (right) and Herbert Werner during a stop-over at LaGuardia Airport (United Frees)
RECEIVES ABBOTT AWARD—Proudly holding plaque award named in honor of the late greatChicago publisher, Robert S. Abbott. Left to right: Rol Ottley, Mrs. Ottiey. the President, Thur..good Marshall. Mrs, John Sengstacke, Mr. gertgotarke, Julius Adams, an unidentified man, and LouisE. Martin. (Abbot Ilowe photo)
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